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THE HISTORY of the HONORABLE 
J. C. PATTERSON 
COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE 
Patterson's History 
Our school, Honourable, J.C. Patterson Collegiate has the distinction of being the oldest school in Windsor. 
This year marks its 115th birth day. 
Back in 1854, the towns people of old Sandwich decided to establish a grammar school. In 1857, the grammar 
school was moved to the nearby community of Windsor and occupied a building on Pitt Street. In 1861 , the school 
moved to the third floor of a towering building that housed Neveur, Clinter, and Baxter Hardware Store. In 1863, 
it moved once again to a location on Chatham Street. Most of the students attending the grammar school were boys 
because most girls stayed at home. 
In 1871, the grammar school officially became a high school. It moved to the site where City Hall Square is 
located today for a temporary time. Windsor Collegiate was then moved to Pitt Street where the Police station is 
today, while it was looking for a pennanent place to stay. 
In 1888, J.C. Patterson, inspector of schools, tired of keeping track of the wandering school, donated our 
present site. In 1894, a gymnasium was constructed on to the buiJding. Then eleven years later, another addition 
was built. This new addition had steam heating, ventilation, an auditorium, lockers, and a swimming pool 
The first graduate of Windsor Collegiate was R.f-. Sutherland, who was speaker in the House of Commons from 
1900 to 1904. Many well known athletes attended our school. Tom Grant, Bob Simpson, and Zeno Karez are just a few. 
During World War One, many Patterson students sacrificed their lives for their country. A plaque in our au-
ditorium remembers the unfortunate, who were killed. 
In 1931, Windsor Collegiate was renamed Honourable J.C. Patterson Collegiate in memoriam of J.C. Patterson. 
In 1954, our school proudly celebrated its one hundredth birthday. Our enrollment in 1888 was only 140; in 
1954, 700 pupils attended Patterson and today we have an enrolcmcnt of almost 900 students and a staff of 53 
teachers. 
In September of 1964, the new cast wing was opened, and early last year our new library was opened. Patterson 
will be supplying many more years of vitaJ education to Windsor students. 
Ruth Armour and Nancy Jean 
1 
... 
" FOR A SPECIAL 
FRIEND'' 
MEMORIAL 
Never hne the hearts of so many Pattersonites 
been so fuJI of sorrow and grief as on that grave 
morning last October, when it was announced that 
our own J. Edward "Eddie" Dawson had died of• 
heart attack. And this man was truly "our own", 
a greal one. 
Side by side, Mr. Dawson and Patterson had grown 
older and richer together. As a student "Cdd1e" 
honoured the colours of Windsor High (now Patter· 
son) with his fine basketball skills. After an 
illustrious ball career at the University of De· 
troit he took up teaching in 1932 and retumed to 
his first love, P.C.I. Since that time many an 
ine,pericnced boy has been moulded into a top-
notch competitor by this man. Mr. Dawson had some-
thing about him which demanded respect. Anyone 
who ever came in contact with him walked a,~ay tl1e 
better for it. 
lie had an avid interest ui every aspect of Pat· 
terson, bul athlelics was his pride and joy. Any· 
one and everyone who ever played under Mr. Dawson realized Jus w1llingne s to give of his time, his 
knowledge and him,elf. At the same hme a harsh word was never uttered by him unless absolutely just. 
As a teacher he was greal, ai. a cooch superb, but as a man Mr. Dawson was incomparable. lie was 
the kind of unselfi'ih man who can never be forgolten. Whenever a club or team needed a sponsor 
teacher this man wai. alway~ there lo volunteer 10 keep Patter on moving. r or this man \\.as Patterson. 
Far and wide the name of "Eddie" Dawson is spoken in fond admiration. His family must be ever 
so proud of the life and record he has lefl for the world to praise. lie "'as never forgotlen in alh· 
letic conversations throughout Canada. And he never will be. 
I f you walk the halls of Pauerson Collegiale today you will not hear that familiar gruff voice. 
The voice of J. Edward Dawson has been stilled forever but its teachings and wisdoms will long 
linger on. 
- Doug Gardner 
. . -·.. . . ..-.--- ·-· . ··--- --· ... - .. --- - -- - . ---,--. ·- -· 
VICE PRINCIPAL'S 
MESSAGE 
"Our youth now love luxury. They have bad manners, 
contempt for authority; they show disrespect for their 
elders and love to chatter .....• They contradict their 
parents, chatter before company, gobble up their food 
and tyrannize their teachers." Does this sound like me 
or your parents? It is not. It was the opinion of Socrates, 
alleged to have been a very wise man, almost twenty-five 
centuries ago. 
Of course, it is not true and probably never was, but 
in another twenty years you will be saying the same 
thing. Young people are restless and want change, and 
they should. Certainly there are many things in our 
world that need changing - war, oppression, poverty, 
starvation and unequal opportunities, to mention only 
a few. Except for a very small b1.1t vociferous minority, 
young people are fine, idealistic and determined to 
make a better world in which to Jive. This is an age 
of unlimited opportunity, and you, our young people, 
will produce a world far superior to the one in which 
we now live. 
W. A. Malkin B.A. 
Compliments of 
ADELMAN'S DEPT. STORE 
PRINCIPAL'S 
MESSAGE 
The Patrician is a perfect example of the student 
activity which embodies a worthwhile objec-
tive, planning, persistent work, and involvement 
of many students. For the students who are 
completing secondazy school at P.C.I., and to 
those who return, the year book will provide 
a lifetime of memories. The editor, her staff, 
and the faculty advisors deserve the thanks of 
the school for the Patrician, 1969. 
My best wishes are extended to the graduates, 
and to the entire student body as we complete 
another school year. 
A. C. LiddeU B.A. 
WINDSOR OUTBOARD MOTORS LTD. 
Sun & Skates 










FRONT ROW: (L - R) Mrs. Goyeau, Mrs. Young, 
Mr. Chapman, Mrs. Dodd, Miss Scully. BACK ROW: 
Mrs. Huckle, Miss Hastings, Mrs. Spring, Mt. 
McCaffrey. 
MODERN LANGUAGES 
FRONT ROW: (L - R) Mrs. Hutchins, Miss Gregory, Mrs. Woods. BACK ROW: Mrs. i 
Nelson, Miss Kreutzer, Mts. LeGoyeau. 
LATIN 
FRONT ROW: (L - R) Mrs. Hutchins, Mr. Hooper, 
Miss Hastings. BACK ROW: Mr. Van Wyck, Mr. 
Copat. 




FRONT ROW: L.-R.: Mr. Percy, Mr. Williamson, Mr. Wood, FRONT ROW: L.-R.: Miss Scully, Mrs. Spring, Miss Liszczak. 
Mr. Barnes. BACK ROW: Mr. Hall, Mr. Henderson, Mr. McCaffery, Mr. Newman. 
BACK ROW: Mr. Tomlinson, Mr. Copat, Mr. McCoy, Mr. Henderson, 
Mr. Stone, Mr. Newman. 
GUIDANCE DEPT. 
FRONT ROW: L.-R. Mr. Matus, Mr. Young, Miss Scully. 
BACK ROW: Mr. Stone, Mr. Hooper 
SCIENCE DEPT. 
FRONT ROW: L.-R.: Mr. Hallam, Mr. Byng, Mr. Hutchings. 






FRONT ROW; L.- R.: Mrs. Macdonald, Mrs. Meredith, Mrs. Drouillard. 
BACK ROW: Mr. Hall, Mr. Shapiro, Mr. McEwan, Mr. Edwards. 
HOME ECONOMICS & 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS DEPT. 
Mrs. Hallam, Mr. Seaby. 
LIBRARY STAFF SECRETARIAL STAFF 
Mrs. Gray, Mrs. Goodbrand, Mrs. Sandberg. 
DENNIS YOUNG 
NANCY JEAN 






"We will pass through 
this world but once. 
Any good thing, therefore 
that we can do, or 
any kindness that we 
can show to any human being, 
let us do it now: 
Let us not defer it or 
neglect it, 
for we shall not pass 
this way again." 
DOUG GARDNER 
Upon reading this passage, I could not hell' but think how applicable it is to high school students. I 
thought particularly how imporl.mt it is for us to make the best of our opportunities while we arc in high 
school, for it is true "we only pass this way once" and the five years go fleeting by so quickly that 
we can not afford to waste a moment of this precious time. A wealth of opportunity is presented to us in 
all fields of education t~day, therefore, let us seek diligently after knowledge and do our best in our 
studies not just for marks, but for our own self improvement and personal satisfaction. While in high 
school we have the opportunity to lay tJ1c foundations for our futures, tJ1crcfore, let us build t11cm strong, 
sturdy, and dependable! 
High school aJso offers a wide variety of activities which aid us in the development of our personal 
characters. These social, athletic and intellectual clubs arc purposed to meet tJ1e varying needs and de-
sires of each and every student. However our participation is vital to make such clubs successful and 
hence they depend on us. As the above quote states, "any good thing tJ1at we can do ... let us. do it 
now," applies very much to us. I feel, if we arc able to give something of ourselves to make our school 
a better place to live in or to help a fellow student, i.n whatever aspect it might be, let us do it NOW; 
let us not delay for the opportunity may never come again. When our high careers arc over, let us not 
regret the time we've spent and reflect upon these years as fruitless and unprofitable; but, let our 
thoughts be filled with many memorable, meaningful experiences! 
BONNIE GREEN 









Saturday, November 16, was the date of our annual Commencement Exercises this year. 
Preceding the arrival of the largest graduating class in Patterson's long history. the Concert Band 
entertained the many guests with various selections. Upon the arrival of the graduating class, tJ1c 
Invocation was given by Rev. Father Lino Santi. 
The audience was welcomed and Mr. McEwan introduced tJ1c co chairmen, Rosalind Dawson 
and Mike Kelly. Rosalind then introduced the various guests in attendance among whom were: 
Mr. Rogin, Mr. Wortley, former Patterson teachers; Mr. Thompson, representing the Board of Education; 
and various Patterson alumni. 
Next came the presentation of diplomas. Mr. VanWyck and Mr. Matus assistetl with tJ1e Five Year 
Grade I 2 diplomas; Mr. Wortley and Mr. Rogin presented the Four Year diplomas; Mr. Byng and 
Mrs. Bradd awarded the Grade I J's their diplomas. 
The folk singers performed two very fine numbers and in addition Mr. Caird, accompanied by 
Mis.~ Caird, presented a trumpet duet to delight t11c audience. 
Cathy Datillo, now.studying at the University of Windsor, was this year's Valedictorian. lier words 
were centered around past experiences at Patterson and tl1e fond memories we all cherish. Bonnie 
Green later presented her with a gift to show our appreciation. 
Ontario Scholarships were then presented to Shawn Ripley, Cathy Datillo, Robert Afllcck, Gum Ing, 
and Glen Ladouceur. Elizabeth Gradley, Paul Kapusniak, Mary Miller and Roy Vanderwack received 
various scholarships and bursaries. The Panthora Prizes were also presented. The Principal's award this 
year went to John Dinham. 
Next came the singing of God Save the Queen, led by Mike Kelly; tl1is marked the end of a very 
memorable evening. 
-- Peter Booth 

MARGARET ANDONIAN 
F .S. - is Doug sick? 
After 4 - waiting patiently under 
dock 
After 9 - still waiting patiently 
under clock 
Weak. - short, blonde, poolplaycr 
1978 - IO little short, blonde pool-
players • 
MARK BAKER 
App. - ... rare 
F.S. - Wanna a lift? 
P.P. - women drivers 
Weak. - physical 
1978 - sure you don't want a lift? 
KEN BASHURA 
App. - last of the great Russian Czars 
T.M. - tic pin in the shape of a hockey 
puck 
A.F. - hitchiking on the John Lodge 
waiting for Gordie Howe to pass by 
1978 - heading an organization for 
the supression of hockey in Poland 
P.P. - female teachers who elbow on 
the ice (right Mrs. Huckle?) 
WAYNE BEDDARD 
P.P. - the world 
N.N. - hero 
App. - pansy 
T.M. - international playboy?? 
1978 - still trying 
PETE BOOTH 
B.F. - Big Al 
F.S. - what a fish! 
F.P. - buying rings for J.L. 
After 9 - attempting a touch down 
PETER APPEL 
S.I. - sexy Charly Weaver 
T.M. - V. 
F.S. Oh you pig! 
After 9 - Bed time? 
After 4 - same as after 9 
MAUREEN BARRY 
App. - cool, calm, collected 
F.S. - oh An! 
B.F. - Flying Dutchman 
P.P. - being called Mo 
1978 - is this a scalpel? 
HONOUR 
DAN BATTAGELO 
F.S. - you pigeon! 
A.F. - deep sleep 
P.P. - penalties 
P.M. - Elke Sommers 
Weak. - any female 
MARIO BEVACQUE 
S.I. - Danny Thomas?? 
N.N. - To To 
F.S. - heck no! 
Weak. - red-haired bombshell 
F.P. - losing at euchre 
SHARJFFA BOOZE 
App. - natural 
After 4 - another world 
F.P. - reading 
S.I. - Marna Cass 
After 9 - rolling into bed 
ROSEMARY BORETSKY 
N.N. - "Sweet Rose" 
P.P. - Ninth period Math class 
F.P. - Basketball 
F.S. - "Jim, what arc you doing here?" 
A.F. - At Practice 
JEANNE BROCKLEBANK 
App. - WOW! 
B.F. - Pete? 
F.S. - Huh? 
T.M. - Her long blonde hair 
Weak. - Pete? 
GRADUATES 
HEIDE OEPLY 
P.P. - being called a brain 
Weak. - Libraries 
A.F. - Relaxing? 
1978 - At the top 
App. - Quiet 
GARY CORMIER 
F.S. - "Go west, young men, go west; 
and I'll stay east with all the girls." 
N.N. - Comoyer 
Weak. - Being ill second period 
P.P. - Not gettinf 90 % in French 
A.F. - Don Juan. 
SARKlS DAHER 
SJ. - Ostrich 
P.P. - English Assignments 
F.S. - No, it's due next week, Mr. 
Chapman. 
F.P. - Hiding in his seat 
B.F. - Shakespeare 
BOB BRANGET 
App. - Studious 
A.F. - Doing Homework 
A.N. - Still doing Homework 
P.P. - Pronounciation of his last name 
Weak. - Girls - any girls 
BETH CAMPEAU 
Weak. - Dissection 
P.P. - Boys shorter than her 
B.F. - Everyone 
T.M. - Always cartying books 
A.F. - Still quiet 
JOYCE CALARCO 
F.S. - "Silence is golden; but who 
wants to be rich?" 
T.M. - Felix close behind her 
P.P. - Piles of homework 
A.F. - Swinging 
A.N. - Still swinging 
r.UKECROSBY 
F.S. - " How nice it is to do nothing; 
then rest afterwards." 
Weak. - We know who she is, Mike. 
S.I. - Centigrade thermometer 
P.P. - Girls - who don't chase him. 
A.F. - Dave Byng? 
ROSALIND DAWSON 
P.P. - Being called "Rosie" 
App. - Quiet and cool while sitting in 
school, the change when outside is 
quite a surprise. 
Weak. - Does she have one? 
F.P. - Going to games, participating 
in every ac livity, saying yes, I'm 
staying ALL day. 
T.M. - At the centre of everything. 
WES DELNEA 
Weak. - a party at Geof's cottage 
P.P. - Tuesday (especially the double 
biology) 
1978 - president of the Carlings 
Company 
T.M. - his slide rule case a magic 
ruler 
F.S. - "Did you ever see how my ruler 
can jump when you rub it?" 
JOHN DINGHAM 
App. - inteUigent (but looks are 
deceiving) 
A.N. - curled up in front of a 
cozy fireplace with his auto-
graphed copy of Math A 
Weak. - an equation in three 
unknowns 
P.P. - having Drag beat him to an 
answer 
F.S. - "Shouldn't that be ... " 
LINDA DRUMMOND 
App. - hippy (we don't mean Hate-
ashbury) 
P .P. - blood tests in biology 
Weak. - Mr. Halem in a bow tie and 
a white· coat 
A.F. - roaming the university 
keeping an eye on a future prospect 
P.M - I.B.M. 360 computer (in blue) 
STEVE DURANCIK 
App. - different (we are not ones to 
judge on first opinions) 
P.M. - a lady garage mechanic to fix 
his car before it is condemned 
S.I. - a dead ringer for a mad 
Irish scien list 
Weak - getting up in the morning 
and coming to school 
T.M. - yellow admit slip in his 
hand 
SHAWN FERRIS 
App. - stoically 
T.M. - sounds of silence 
1978 - head mortician on Devil's Island 
S.I. - cat-fish 
ANDY DIGGENS 
F.P. - dodging the draft 
Weak. - anything in skirts 
P.M. - line backer from the Toronto 
Argos 
1978 - polishing his boots in a fox 
hole near Da Nang 
P .P. - not enough running at foot-
ball practice 
SAM DROUILLARD 
F.P. - convincing the basketball 
coach that his statistics are right 
and that somet}ling else might be 
wrong 
A.F. - writing for an underground 
newspaper 
App. - he has a head for figures 
Too bad they are only for paper 
Weak. - figuring out a good shooting 
percentage 
B.F. - himself (but love has many 
strange ways) 
JIM DUFF 
App. - "Mr. Innocence" (but that is 
what they said about Al Capone) 
T.M. - wrinkle free 
P.M. - a perma press blond about 
5 foot 7 
Weak. - little old ladies at busy 
intersections 
F.P. - sleeping in biology seminars 
JAN EDWARDS 
App. - an Emily Post in bobby 
socks 
P.P. - all the lint in the world 
P.M. - the one and only Mike 
(lint-free) Fontaine 
Weak. - going to her locker when 
she knows that it is against 
school rules 
1978 - heading a committee to do 
away with lint in the world 
WAYNE FOX 
App. - sneaky (like a con artist on 
the street corner) 
F.P. - taking-candy from babies 
1978 - leading an organization for 
the supression of education 
Weak. - George of the jungle and 
hls faithful companion Shemp 
P.M. - ·a United States champion lady 
wrestler or an l.B.M. 360 computer 
in pink 
DOUG GARDNER 
T.M. his signature 
P.P. having hi~ hair mes.<;ed up 
N.1\. Daffy 
Weak. - long dark hair 
F.P. sleeping 
BONNIE GREEN 
F.S. - gee! Thanks a lot ... or now 
tha r's not nice 
P.M. would you believe Bryan B,own? 
T.M. - ve,bal diarrhea 
P.P. late articles for the year 
book 
1979 - finishing the 1969 Patrician 
GERRY HANDSOR 
App. IHlle devil 
S.I . Sammy Davis J 1 • •. close 
anyway 
F.S. - What's going on, man? 
P.P. Chemistry classes 
N.N. - Jay 
RICK HOLMES 
App. - holmely 
P.P. losing in snooker 
N.N. Shcrlocl.. 
Weak. - blonde in grade 11 
FRANCISCO IMPORTA 
S.I. Frito Bandito 
F..S. what's it all about, teacher? 
T.M. - his moustache 
N .N. - Charlie Chan 
8.F. - Pencho 
JIM GODIN 
App. - breath taking 
T.M. forget admit slips 
P.P. 9th period math classes 
N.N. - Sweet James 
8.1 • - Sweet Rose 
USLIE HANNAN 
App. - cool, calm and collected 
I .S. let's go to Toledo 
P.M . - some guy named "Carter" 
After 4 - chauffeur for P.C.I. friends 
P.P. biology teachers 
WENDY HOLLAND 
App. - shy 
S.I. - would you believe ... her 
mother? 
T.M. - her dimples 
P.P. - Engli1,h teachers 
1979 - still wondering what she is 
going to be 
SANDRA HOOPER 
T.M. - beautiful brown eyes 
P.P. - her friend Debbie 
N.N. - Dumb-Dumb 
1979 - still nying to Pe lee Is. 
on weekend~ 
Weak. - betting on horses at the 
race track 
MIRA JAPUNCIC 
App. - pernickety 
F.S. - Im going home. I don't 
feel well 
P.P. - working in her mother's shop 
1979 - owner of a " Fashion Boutique" 
Weak. - a little g,een M.G. at the 
Seaway Inn 
SAM J EAN 
N.N. Hop Sing 
After 4 - fumbling footballs 
S.I. - Sean Connery 
After 9 sleeping 
1979 chemistry teacher a.t P.C.I. 
JOHN KAMBOURJS 
N.N. - Zorba 
P.P. - fumbles on his "perfect" 
passes 
S.I. - Joe Na.math? 
P.M. - a football 
B.F. - Dumnells (weightlifting) 
MJKE KELLY 
P.P. - having to leave M.R.'s at 
2:00A.M. 
N.N. - the Pacific Mumbler 
Weak. - math exams 
F.P. - browsing around in Physics class 
1979 - still looking for left end 
sweep at Wigle Pa.rk 
GEOFF KIDD 
S.I. - the Cheerios "Kidd" 
P.P. - cleaning up after his friends 
F.S. - "Clean up your act" 
After 4 - playing floor hockey in lower 
corridor 
1979 - janitorial work at Mason's 
Brokerage 
MIKE LAUZON 
S.I. - a chemtistry teacher 
N.N. - Roadrunner 
After 4 - running 
After 9 - still running 
1979 - all run-down 
PAUL KALE 
F.S. - Goofy 
F.P. - Cathy R. 
After 9 - Cathy R. 
Weak. - Cathy R. 
B.F. - Cathy R. 
DANE KELLY 
N.N. -Tex 
F.P. - his dance 
P.P. - Steve D. in physics 
After 9 - adjusting suspenders 
1979 - men's fashion designer 
MERYL I<;.EYES 
App. - innocent 
T.M. her optimism 
IP.M. - John 
Wea.k. - her singing 
1979 - teacher of primary grades 
JULIANNA KOSAK 
P.M. - George ... of the Jungle 
P.P. - people who cut into line 
App. - woman of the world 
T.M. - phony hair 
1979 - head nurse in an American 
hospital 
JEAN LEE 
F.S. - "Gee .. . Golly ... " 
T.M. - her smile 
N.N. - Woon Fong 
Weak. - chop suey 








App. - priestly (but first looks are 
deceiving) 
P.P. - going out in rain 
Weak. - being late 
1979 - owner of his "Malcsi" fur 
store 
F.P. - (or at least pastime) 
playing the piano 
COLLEENi\tARCHANT 
App. - tranquil 
B.F. - Wendy HoUand 
F.P. - roller skating 
After 9 - lending homework 
After 4 - Wouldn't you like to know? 
JEROME MOSS 
P.P. - democracy 
P.M. - Ron Zaccato 
B.F. - Ron Zaccato 
F.S. - purely communistic 
1979 - Czar Moss 
MICHELLE MACLISTER 
App. - sexy 
T.M. - being late 
F.S. - do you have an American 
textbook? 
N.N. - Blond Bombshell 
1979 - married, 10 kids 
HEATHER NANTAIS 
S.I. - "Gid~ct" 
B.F. - Maxine McListcr 
F.S. - are you sure dumb! 
F.P. - sewing 
1979 - designing Windsor o riginals 
JOHN MACHEN 
App. - playful 
After 4 - playing 
T.M. - Art Camey's hat 
S.l. - Art Carney 
1979 - Playboy Bunny 
ALLISON MARTINE 
App. - contented 
T.M. - 89% 
After 4 - working at Carnagie 
After 9 - playing euchre (with the 
guys) 
H.F. - Heide Cieply 
MAXINE i\1CL1STER 
App. - deep thinker 
B.F. Heather Nantais 
T.M. - soft spoken 
After 4 - reading 
1979 - English professor 
TERRY MURPHY 
P.M. - Lynn Fraser 
B.F. - Lynn Fr.iscr 
S.I. - Lynn Fr.iscr 
F .S. - where is Lynn? 
1979 - married to Lynn Fraser 
DAV1DOSMUN 
A!)p. - wiry 
P.P. - combing his hair 
S.I. - Shirley Temple 
F.P. - looking at Playboy magazines 
l 979 - teeny bopper tester al the 
"Grande!" 
AL PEACHE 
N.N. - Fuzz 
P.P. - History 
Weak. - billiards 
P.M. - C.M. 
T.M. - Rambler 
BRENT REID 
App. - dazzling 
N.N. - Bear 
Weak. - Marg 
S.l. - Yogi 
B.F. - car 
JOHN SMITH 
N.N. - cue ball 
P.P. - refs 
F.S. - I can't stand ..• 
B.F. - himself 
P.M. - himself 
GWEN ST. DENIS 
F.S. - harpoon that whale 
N.N. - whale 
B.F. - John M. 
P.P. - the boys in her class 
P.M. - Moby Dick 
DEBBIE TOLSON 
P.P. - Chemistry 
N.N. - Bubbles 
F.S. - don't do that 
B.F. - Sandy 
App. - small in some ways, big in others 
HELGA PHILPPS 
P.P. - Soul 
B.F. - Mao Tse Tung 
1979 - teacher 
N.N. - Frog 
Weakness - slanted eyes 
MARIO SARA 
T.M. - basketball 
P.P. - grade 13 
B.F. - Cisco Kid 
1979 - grade 13 
After 4 - studying 
VOLA SARANIS 
App. - tons of fun 
F .S. - Sheesh ! 
Weak. - a certain somebody in Greece 
P.P. - French 
N.N. - Saran Wasp 
FELIX TALERICO 
N.N. - Tally Ho! 
F.S. - Paass! 
P.P. - his glasses 
1979 - teacher 
Weak. - Porondexter 
TED TRUSEVICH 
App. - dozy 
B.F. - himself 
P.P. - teeny boppers 
After 4 - Gilly's 
N.N. -Toddy 
GISELL TUBARO 
App. - unsure 
T.M. - her exotic dress 
P.M. - Ringo 
R.S. - I dunno 
Weak. - colours 
ANJA VAN BEEK 
App. - cute 
P.P. - math 
T.M. - smile 
F .S. - I dislike (not hate) math 
1979 - math professor at W.U. 
THOMAS WARREN 
App. - drowsy 
After 4 - drowsy 
T.M. - weak kidneys 
P.M. - anyone will do 
S.I. - Yogi Bear in hibernation 
RICHARD WONG 
App. - rugged 
P.P. - losing 
P.M. - Gordie Howe 
Weak. - none . 
1979 - mild mannered omce worker 
RON ZUCCATO 
App. - witty 
P.P. - math 
T.M. - expressionless smile 
After 9 - asleep 
F.S. - I 'd kill you 
GREG UNDERWOOD 
App. - heavenly 
After 4 - Windsor Race Track 
P.P. - losmg at the above mentioned 
UlS ti tu tion 
F.S. - I don' t gamble 
1979 - established bookie 
GERALDVANDERKWAAK 
App. - amusing 
P.P. - browns 
T.M. - 6' 10'' 
Weak. - homework 
1979 - private in the Canadian 
Forces (A.F.) 
JOHN WEST 
App. - inteUigcnt but shy 
After 9 - sitting in the halls 
F .S. - shu tup! 
F.P. J mouthing off 
1979 - pro pingpong player 
JOHN ZANGARI 
App. - sauve 
After 4 - groovin' 
T.M. - his hair 
B.F. -. his hairdresser 
1979 - next Playboy prime minister 
of India 
DRAGOMIR JA V ANO VIC 
App. - executive 
A.F. - rehearsing w.ith drama club 
Weak. - younger girls 
S.I. - "Sexy Rexy" (Rex Hurison) 
1979 - look out Hollywood! 
MARK BISNETI 
App. - f.layboy 
T.M. - ' lamb chops" 
After 4 - road running 
1979 - still burying the dead 
JULIE BONDY 
App. - sweet 
T.M. - blond hair 
After 4 - cruising with Gary 
1979 - married to Gary B. 
GUY COLAROSSI 
App. - kittenish 
T.M. - hair style 
After 4 - Gilly's 
1979 - paying his debts 
BRUCE DUCK 
App. - wabbly 
T.M. - long hair 
After 4 - romance 
1979 - married 
BILLY FINDLAY 
App. - happy-go-lucky 
T.M. - his moustache 
After 4 - going to sr. girl's 
basketball practice 





App. - innocent 
T.M. - wig 
After 4 - who knows? 
1979 - mother of six Dave Jr.'s 
SHARON COLE 
App. - sweet 
T .M. - long fingernails 
After 4 - shampooing hair 
1979 - full time job at Candlelight 
JOHN FEDELE 
App. - different 
T .M. - true Italian features 
After 4 - selling clothing 
1979 - owning an Italian Adelman's 
MARTIN GELINAS 
App. - innocent 
T.M. - his walk 
After 4 - going home with W.M. 
1979 - still having car accidents 
with Tommy 
MARTY GLOSTER 
App. - flirty 
T.M. - sexy eyes 
After 4 - seUing Beauty Counselor 
1979 - stiU seUing beauty aids 
RALPH HALL 
App. - "out of sight" 
T .M. - bow lips 
After 4 - trying to borrow money 
1979 - still going to Chatham with OJ. 
TOM ION 
App. - sophisticated 
T.M. - glasses 
Aft. 4 - bombing around 
1979 - bombed 
MIKE KELLY 
App. - scholarly 
T.M. - big words 
After 4 - beating up B.W. 
1979 - kissing the Blamey stone 
JUDY LESLIE 
App. - innocent(?) 
T.M. - fat (?'??) 
After 4 - dreaming of R. 
1979 - dreaming with R. 
SUE GRIER 
App. - attractive 
T.M. - long hair 
After 4 - going to grandma's 
1979 - married 
STEVEN ILIJANICH 
App. - innocent (as a lamb) 
T.M. - dimples 
After 4 - chasing lambs 
P.P. - Jamb chop sideburns 
PAUL JOLICOEUR 
App. - devistatin, Frenchman 
T.M. - "gigantic' size 
After 4 - you name it, he does it (almost) 
1979 - playing hockey for NHL 
LISE LARIVIERE 
App. - wild 
T.M. - French ac<:ent 
After 4 - home to J. 
1979 - J.'s wife with 6 little 
"enfants" 
GEORGE MARAlNOVICH 
App. - wiry 
T.M. - long leap 
After 4 - A.' s buddy 
1979 - still al ole P.C.I. 
KEY 
RICK MARTIN 
App. - handsome 
T.M. blond locks 
After 4 - at M.'s house 
1979 - married to L. 
STAN MYSKOW 
App. - different 
T.M. - his hair 
After 4 - undebatable 
1979 - old hippie 
EVA JEAN SLIPIEC 
App. - bewildered· 
T.M. - her walk 
After 4 - working 
1979 - still working 
App. Appearance 
Aft. 4 After 4 
P.P. Pet Peeve 
T.M. Trade Mark 
N.N. Nickname 
Aft. 9 After 9 
P.M. Perfect Mate 
B.F. Best Friend 
SJ. Spitting Image 
F.S. Favourite Saying 






App. - cute 
T.M. - sharp clothes 
After 4 who knows? 
1979 - still needing a haircut 
RON ORTON 
App. - masculine 
T.M. - his size 
After 4 - working with weights 
1979 - muscle man 
BRIAN WI I.SON 
App. - inteUectual 
T.M. - his cool shirts 
After 4 - hanging around J.'s locker 
1979 - still unemployed 
\ 2. E- F I 

GOD'S CHRISTMAS GIFT 
The night was dark and peaceful 
The only things that glowed 
Were stars, the moon, and candlelight 
That lit the dusty road. 
And on that [Oad so dusty 
So rocky and so steep, 
Went Mal')', Joseph, cold and numb, 
To find a place to sleep. 
On a donkey's back so shaggy 
They went to the old inn door, 
But there was no more room for them, 
Except a stable poor. 
Yet in that old, grim stable, 
Beneath the :stars so bright, 
Was born a holy, sinless child 
That bleak and dismal night. 
This child was poor and humble, 
Yet rich king,; ventured far, 
To seek the holy Prince of Peace, 
Beneath the silver star. 
And angels sang about His birth 
To shepherds and their sheep, 
They too went forth to seek the Babe, 
Who in a manger sleeps. 
And so this child so humble, 
Of tow and sinless birth, 
Has come with all His gifts so great, 
The Saviour of the earth. 
A MAN CALLED "BOBBY" 
This year a man called "Bobby", 
Was taken from this land. 
He was taken by God the Giver, 
Through a vecy hateful man! 
His years in God's great army, 
Had numbered forty-two. 
This man had been God's prophet, 
To people like me and you! 
He talked of only good things, 
Thing.s that were so right. 
And never for a mement, 
Did he let God out of his sight! 
He told of great things 
That were to come. 
And never feared for his life, 
That was ever so young! 
Now without "Bobby's" great life, 
Stands a nation troubled with strife, 
Ten young children, 
And one brave wife! 
Christ died on the cross, 
For the same things ''Bobby" professed. 
And now, our great " Bobby", 
Is God's eternal guest! 
- . - - . . . - . ~ . ·- - . . . 
Jr. 2nd. UNIDENTIFIED 
A lonely man. 
No one to talk to, 
But maybe Noah who saved the creation of man. 
Oh? What a pity .... 
To Have to look down on this Universe of .... 
Hate, love, 
But so divine, 
To know someday he's coming back. 
Sr. 1st. A GOD? 
Who is it that said there is no God? 
Who is it that says He's dead? 
Who is it that says the world's not round, 
But is really flat instead? 
Oh no? you're wrong, there is a God; 
A God not in spirit alone, 
But in the birds and trees and flowers. 
A God not made of stone. 
Who said that God would stop a war, 
And lead all men to freedom? 
Who said that God does not like black? 
Oh God! give these men wisdom. 
To you I say, l may be wrong. 
There may be no God with power. 
But if this is, please tell me, Sir, 
Who made this pretty flower? 
-- Darlene St. Denis 
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Sr. 2nd. ONE CHANCE 
Helpless and tiny, he was given a gift, 
And grew with it every day. 
He soon noticed others playing arou.nd him. 
Would they progress or decay? 
Later on, as time unfolded, 
And brought him new discoveries, 
He built his castles in blossoming weather. 
These would be his treasuries. 
He began to reason, and soon found out, 
That life is daring and bold. 
It was five o'clock; he did not worry, 
But strife was bitter and old. 
As he looked back, and saw himself 
Selfish, dishonest and mad, 
He realized that casdes aren't really treasures 
And success is not measured in gold. 
THE MARCH OF THE BED BUGS 
I've visitors at night, you know, 
And they all enter row by row. 
There's Herman, Hilda, Mike and Joe, 
Larry, Garry, Gertrude and Moe. 
They're really nice and very cute 
Especially Joe, in his Sunday sui t. 
You really don't know how friendly they are, 
Though Hilda lately hasn't been up to par. 
I've visitors at night you know, 
They come to visit me when the moon is low. 
They crawl the bed-post tall, 
You want to know who my friends may be, 
They're bed bug,; as we all agree, 
And Herman has a southern drawl. 
Black bed bug.5 marching long and hard. 
Up the bed-post one, two, three, 
And they all have come to visit me. 
" IF " 
lfl am but a simple mite 
On Noah's gigantic ark, 
Or if my rays aren't very bright, 
And only a tiny spark; 
I'U consider myself a speck of blood 
That from many a body flows, 
And be content to be the bud 
That soon becomes the rose. 
If I am but a drop of rain 
From the multitude of clouds, 
Or if I am the minute grain 
That will form a wheated crowd; 
I'll consider myself a bead of sweat 
That falls from many a brow, 
And be the worried second of fret 
That was cherished until now. 
If I am but-a quiet knock 
Which fell on your great door, 
Or if I am a useless rock 
In the mountain of life's great core; 
I'll consider myself a root of love 
That can be found in me, 
And be content to be the dove 
That is just one in thee. 
-- Nancy Beattie 
JID 
-- Linda Collins 
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THE WINDSOR BOARD OF EDUCATION 
offers greetings and best wishes to 
the staff and students 
of 
HON. J.C. PATTERSON COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE 
To the members of the 1969 Graduating Class, we extend 
our sincerest congratulations for your past achievements 
and best wishes for the future. 
WINDSOR 
BOARD OF EDUCATION 
1968 
Elected Trustees 
. . . . . .H. A. Campbell 
. G. Alan Buchanan, B.A. 
. R. J. Whitty, M.D., D.A.B. , F.I.C.S., F.A.C.S. 
Appointed Trustees 
G. M. Grant, (lC. 
.. D. W. Gray 
. D. T. Watson 
. G. H. Hawkins 
. S. M. McDowall, B.A.Sc. 
Separate School 
T. Meconi, B.A. 
Vocational Schools 
A. W. McCrindle, B.Sc., P. Eng. 
L. F. Batterson H. J. Lassaline, M.A. 
• 

. . - . - -~-- . . ~ . . ·-. - . - . . . . -- . -- ~ . ---·· . 
TOP ROW L to R: Gordon Bilusack, Hamlet Wong, Danny Webster, Clayton Drouillard, John Baylis, Mike Stevens, 
Blaine Auger, Marv Kosokowsky, Bill Ellis. 
9 A MIDDLE ROW L to R: Theresa Masse, Janet Pierce, Chris Miller, Gail Burstyn, Thasia White, Agnes Payne, Pamela Lalonde, Elizabeth Siswick, Marylou Pirrone, Pat Fournier. 
BOTTOM ROW L to R: Sharron Machin, Pauline Wong, Janice Hogan, Daphne Micallef, Roseanne Dupuis, Amy Yan, 
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Wilma Flin tstone 









TOP ROW L to R: Tim MacKay, Billy Jean, Rockland Hillman, Steven Shanbon, Robert Taylor, Dave Soucie, John 
West, Kevin Ferris, Richard Foster, David Morrow, Mike Root, Robbie Brightmore. 
MIDDLE ROW L to R: Stacey Marency, Rosemary Harron, Hope Roberts, Debra Nykolak, Nancy Smith, Dianne Bourget, 
Alice Losier, JoAnne Botsford, Diane Thompson, Kathy Jones, Eva Bolla. 
BOTTOM ROW L to R: Lyn Lynch, Rose Falzon, Susan Yee, Marcy Lockwood, Kim Brown, Donna Arnold, Kathy Hates, 
Joanne Masse, Dianne Vegh. 
PET PEEVES 
Donna Arnold - ignorant guys 
Eva Bolla - over salted potato chips 
Joanne Botsford - hates exams 
Dianne Bourget - people without soul 
Robbie Brightmore - gabby girls 
Kim Brown - after swimming (hair wet) 
Rose Falzon - white sox on guys (BLAH!) 
Kevine Ferris - big mouth females 
Richard Foster - stuck up broads 
Rosemary Barran - History 
Kathi Jones - boys in a yellow Mustang 
Kathy Haines - Greasers 
Billy Jean - Mike Root's crummy laugh 
Marcy Lockwood - dragon mouths 
Alice Losier - Dentist (OUCH!) 
Lynne Lynch - snobby guys 
Tim MacKay - people forgetting to use deodorant 
Joanne Masse - guys with long hair 
Stacey Merency - all girls schools 
David Morrow - Dave Soucie 
Debbie Nykolak - funky dancers 
Hope Roberts - school 
Mike Root - Tuesday morning spare 
Steve Shanbon - Exams 
Nancy Smith - Monday morning (drag) 
Dave Soucie - David Morrow 
Bob Taylor - a stuck up female 
Dianne Tompson - my class needs more hip, and soul they're all freaks 
Dianne Vegh - English (Lousey) 
John West - wearing my grandma's long-johns 
Sue Yee - Kevin Ferris 
Class President: Rose Falzon 
Vice President: Richard Foster 
Oass Motto: Everyday with-out progress 
. -·~ . - -~-- - . - . . ·-· - ·-- .. . . - - . - -- - . -~- . -
9 C 
TOP ROW L to R: George Carter, Jim Sabine, Dave Major, Leonard Hayward, Mark Spencer, Doug Proctor, Terry 
Potomski, Harry Fuchs, Mike Anthony. 
MIDDLE ROW L to R: Mrs. Hallam, Mike Daly, Sandra Hunter, Janet Baxter, Beth Slaughter, Sue Doiron, Debra 
Taylor, Ann Bernard, Kathy Fitzpatrick, Ross VaJdis, Mr. Seaby. 
BOTIOM ROW L to R: Cathy Shreve, Queen Davis, Pat Girard, Sheila Downes, Carolyn Coleman, Kathy McCallum, 































Getting thrown into the garbage 
Socking it to you 
Featuring as Peter Potomus 
Playing with my rattle 




Making love not war 
Hearing that funky beat 
Being the town's Dirt 
Trying to get my eyelashes straight 
Reading 
Having fun 




Watching barbers do their thing 
Living in the Twiijght Zone 
Waiting for 3: 15 to come 




Getting perfect in math 
Dancing 
Tobogganing without a toboggan 
Pushing my doll's carriage around 
t 
TOP ROW; L.-R.: Wayne Lefaive, Misin Raheb, Ira Avant, James Meunier, Mike Gross, Richard 
Karlsburger, Mike Johnston, Mike Barry, Randy Hennin, Torn Steinke. 
9 D 
JiUDDLE ROW: Mike Towsley, Rick Brown, Debbie Doyle, Linda Fox, Jane Piazza, Sydnic Harrison, 
Leslie Hornick, Laing Tang. Bonnie Lefaive, Linda LcClair, April Martin, Sheila Taziker, Jeff Prince, 
David Sebastian. 
FRONT ROW: Randi Brewer, Teresa Montagano, Wilma Slipiec, DeUa Wright, Miss Kreutzer, Nancy 
Yamashita, Abbey Shanbon, Colleen Allen, Jane Kovacs. 
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF ... 
CLASS MOTTO: Life is a cher of bowlies: 
Colleen Allen - without Jane 
Ira Avant - not falling asleep m Math 
Mike Beny - without his braces 
Randi Brewer - without her Bonny Shoes 
Ricki Brown - didn't fool around all day 
Oebralcc Doyle - cut her bangs 
Linda Fox - answered a question right 
Mike Grosse - could speak French 
Sydney Harrison - without her queer book 
Randy Hennen - didn't fool around in the back of the class 
Lesley Hornick - didn't laugh through Science 
Mike Johnston • used his baby powder 
Richard Karlesburgcr - bought a pen 
Jane Kovacs - without Colleen 
Linda Le Clair - wasn't pure frat 
Bonnie Lefaive - knew all her Math 
Wayne Lefaive - showed up for school all week 
April '\fartin - forgot her berets 
Teresa Montagana - didn't laugh at Linda Fox 
James Muniey - forgot his glasses 
Jane Praza - she'd learn to swim 
Jeff Prince - without his frecklc.d ears 
Moon Raheb . had a voice like John Wayne 
David Sebastian· was a phoney Frenchman 
Abbey Shanboun - didn't ask a question after the teacher 
had just explained it 
Wilma Slipic - her hair went straight 
Tom Skin key - dido 't 
Laing Tang - looked like 
Shelia Taziker - th rowing her out of class 
Mike Towseley - feeling taller than Richard 
Della Wright - forget her "Sock it to Me" purse 
Nancy Yamishita • did anything wrong 
9 E 
TOP ROW L to R: Alan Patenaude, Ami Amason, Russ Campeau, Vincent Odorico, Backis Sarkis, Bruce Burley, Chris 
Tsoutsoulis, Kirn Yan, Hugo Gatti 
MIDDLE ROW L to R: Michael Beauparlant, Edward Yee, Mary Angelos, Rachel Doiron, Mary Browning, Debra Haas, 
Georgina Mackay, Veronica Jones, JoAnn Turgeon, Brian McFadden, Cliff McCallum, Larry Redmond. 
BOTTOM ROW L to R: Sandra Gradley, Nada Japuncic, Debbie Gignac, Cassandria White, Mr. Williamson, Dawn Duby, 


































Happy go Lucky 
Professeur Ludwig Van Duck 





















Cool Hand Yan 
Charlie Chan 
9 F 
TOP ROW L to R: Larry Gatte, Rick Turnbull, Barrie Marr, James Vicke.ry, Tony Kendziora, Larry Robinson, Ted 
Osmun, Randy Cormier, Joe Dwyer. 
MIDDLE ROW L to R: Craig Greening, Douglas Yee, Angie Branoff, Irene Mielnik, Aorence Dean, Linda McGuckin, 
Sharron Whited, Lily Demitro, Debra Turgeon, Ruth Youngblutt, David Bums, Glen Robertson. 
BOTTOM ROW L to R: Darlene Matt, Susan Beatte, Rebecca Rowley, Rochelle Groulx, Mrs. Nelson, Ginger Anderson, 
Irene Macfie, Catherine Kenny, Pat Spasis. 
IT WOULDN'T BE THE SAME WITHOUT ... 
Virginia Anderson - wearing her phony hair 
Susan Beatti - complaining of her nylons that run 
Angie Branoff - surrounded by flies 
David Bums - goofing things up 
Randy Cormier - Wearing his 18 hour girdle 
Florence Dean - making pancakes 
Lily Demitro - wearing her glamorous hairdoos 
Valerie Dufaur - coming to school for a change 
Joe Dywer - stopping his slip from falling 
Larry Gatti - making eyes at all the girls 
Frank Germanese - moving his big bongo lips 
Craig Greening - hogging his basketball shots 
Rochelle Groulx - arguing with Barrie Marr 
Tony Kenziora - asking stupid questions 
Catherine Kenny - not studying for a test 
Irene Macfie - showing her strength and courage 
Barrie Marr - having his Mickey Mouse Clubs 
Darlene Matte - showing off her muscles 
Linda McGuickin - giggling in Math 
Genevieve Mielnik - great admiration for History 
Ted Osmun - neuting with all the tiny- boppers 
Glen Robertson - sleeping in class 
Larry Robinson - it would just be peace 
Rebecca Rowley - showing off her ballet dances 
Patricia Spasis - taldng off her afternoons from school 
Debra Turgeon - great knowledge for French 
Richard Turnbull - flashing his baby blues 
James Vickery - running his 24 hour mouth 
Sharron Whited - shaking a wiggle or a broken hip 
Doug Yee - beating up all the older guys 
Ruth Youngblutt - talking in class 
37 
9 G 
TOP ROW L to R: William Sarafianos, Nick Lesiuk, Samuel Segee, Larry Hames, William GaskeU, Timothy ParkeI, 
Bernard Bateman, Robert Jacks.on, Gerald Parker. 
MIDDLE ROW L to R: Steven Hoar, John Allen, Peggy Manola.kos, Lauri Harding, Olga Kosak, Linda Brown, Micheal 
Marchand, BiUy Gu thrie. 
BOTIOM ROW L to R: Colleen Arvisais, Rebecca Lefebure, Debra Haines, Debra Carter, Mr. McCoy, Pat Smith, 
Joanne Zeigler, Bega Marsella, Roula Arapoglou. 
ABSENT: Debbie Monro. 
COULD YOU IMAGINE IF ... 
Rebecca Lefebure ............................. Took gym 
Pat Smith .....................•.... went around with P.D. 
Sam Segee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .. lost his voice 
Nick Lesiuk .........................•... didn't bum pots. 
Olga Kosak ...................... stopped telling stupid jokes 
Debbie Carter ........................ didn't run her nylons 
Bernard Bateman ..............•.•.... stopped talking to Sam 
Debbie Monro .....•................... broke up with Creg 
Debbie Haines . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . weighed 200 lbs. 
Larry Harnes • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . found his shoelace 
BiU Guthrie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .passed an exam 
Bega Marsella •. • ....................... . didn't laugh funny 
Colleen Aivisais .........••..........•.. wasn't late for clas.s 
Peggy Manola.kos .........•.................. wasn't smart 
Bob Jackson ................•.............. wore tights 
Laurie Harding . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . ... was 3 feet 6 
Steve Hoar ....... . ............•....•. didn't have freckles 
BiU Gaskell ....................•......... had a brushcut 
BiU Sarafianos ..............•••...... didn't eat candy in class 
Tim Parker ............ . 
Gerald Parker . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Mike Marchand . . . . . . ..... 
Linda Brown . . . . . . . . . . .. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . came to school 
................ wasn't stuffy 
. . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . talked to girls 
. . . . . . . . . . . ever stopped giggling 
Roula Anpoglou . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . •.. wore a mini-skirt 
Marlene M . . • . . . . . . . • . . . .....•.•...... did a cartwheel 
Joanne Zeigler .................•••........ had fat fingers 
L_ 
9 H 
TOP ROW L to R: Chris Howard, Tom Lee, Lindon Whited, Richard Wigle, Leonard Lemire. 
MIDDLE ROW L to R: Harold McLachlan, Massimo Iafrate, Adrianne Accetta, Lydia Segee, Roberta Brakenbury, 
Linda Baker, Sinikka Kanerva, Bradley Harris, Bob McDonald. 
BOTTOM ROW L to R: Helen Cochrane, Vicki Marchant, Joan Godden, Linda Gates, Mr. Barnes, Lena Karolev, Stella 
Bercia, Pat Milburn, Kathy Kouti:os. 
OCCUPATIONS IN 10 YEARS 
Adrianne Accetta - flying nun 
Linda Baker - fashion designer 
Stella Bercia - international flirt 
Roberta Brakenbury - comedy writer for some great metropolitan newspaper 
Helen Cochrane - psychiatrist 
Linda Gates - peanut specialist 
Joan Godden - married to M. Mc. 
Bradley Harris - still be thinking 
Chris Howard - the great story teller 
Massimo Iafrate (Mouse) - Scientist of Osmosis 
Sinikka Kanerva - a successful vet. 
Lena Karloeu - Little Bow Peep. 
Kathy Koutros - "Miss Universe" 2000 A.D. 
Tom Lee - professional "egg roll" maker 
Leonard Lemire - owner of nudist camp 
Vicki Marchant - Vicki's Meat Market 
Bob McDonald - Rip Van Winkle II 
Harold McLachlan - Captain of Harlem Globetrotters 
Pat Milburn - littlest angel 
Lydia Segee - Private secretary 
Lindon Whited - "Black militant leader" 
Richwl Wigle - retired student 
9 I 
TOP ROW L to R: Chris Psathas, Tom Mclelwain, Brian Cotten, Nick Giswein, John Chase, Carl Sobie, Dan 
Caird, Mite Whitehead, Gary Crumb. 
MJDDLE ROW L to R: Brian Wilson, Benny Merritt, Denny Young, Karen Clark, Mary Silverson, Patti Jones, Sharon 
Proctor, Lois Affleck, Jim Hopkins, Norman Brown, Jim Haig. 
BOTTOM ROW L to R: Darlene S t.Denis, Janet Spoiala, Laura Crosby, Gayle Kominar, Miss Lisczcak, Bonnie McDonald, 
Coral Imrie, Joanne Duncan, Anne Laing. 
FAVOURITE SAYINGS 
Lois Affleck - Oh! 
Norman Brown - I haven't got my homework done 
Danny Caird - Shut- up Danny! 
John Chase - I can't get them high notes 
Karen Clark - Yea, sure 
Brian Cotten - Is that B flat? 
Laura Crosby - Get orf it, eh? 
Gary Crumb - You goof! 
Joanne Duncan - I can't 
Nick Giswein - Good slave 
Jim Haig - I'm gonn' punch your head in 
Jim Hopkins - Hey, Whitehead 
Coral Imrie - I'm going on "THE LIVELY SPOT" today 
Patti Jones - " I FE- E-E-E-E-EL GOOD" 
Gayle Kominar - I wonder where my honey is? 
Anne Laing - That's aU right 
Bonnie Macdonald - Has the bell gone yet? 
Tom Mclelwain - Good man, Chris 
Ben Merritt - Somebody's got an acute case of endopla:sm 
Sharon Proctor - Oh come on! 
Chris l'sathas - Deal out the cards, Bri. 
Darlene St. Deni.s - Shhhhhugar! 
Mary Silverson - I'm sure! 
Eddie Smith - Cool! 
Carl Sobie - I'll buy that 
Janet Spoiala - Hey Coral! 
Mike Whitehead - If Hopkins can do it I can do it! 
Brian Wilson - Can I borrow some paper? 
Denny Young -The doctor says I don't need glasses (squint, squint) 
Miss Liszczak - I'm a Piston Fan! 
Class Motto: Musicians don't make good mathematician:s. 
. ~ --- . . . . - -· . . . - - . . . 
10 A 
TOP ROW L to R: Michael Shreve, Gamet Fenn, Dave Lee, John Brown, Ken VanMeer, Kevin Brady, David Talley, 
Brian Eldridge, Richard Baleka, Frank Philpott, Steve Andryjouicz, Joe Boutros, John Karloff. 
MIDDLE ROW L to R: Tom Hannan, Douglas Annett, Reijo Heinonen, Mike MacKay, Christie Kovacs, Leni Vichos, 
Debbie Jackson, Terry Muzphy, Maureen Geoster, Stuart Grahme, Bruce Campeau, David Coy, Stephen Freeman. 
BOTTOM ROW L to R: Beverly Monczak, Sharon Masse, Jill Phillips, Liz Berryere, Mrs. Bradd, Laura Duriancik, 
Ruth Armour, Judy Noon, Linda Tsang. 






























MICHEL SHREVE (president) 
DAVID TALLEY 
LINDA TSANG 
KEVIN VAN MEER 
LENI VICHOS (vice president) 
MRS.BRADD 
GIRLS' MOTTO: NULLA DIES SINE PUER 
BOYS' MOTTO: NULLA DIES SINE il'UELLA 
If he left the guts alone 
If he didn't bleach his hair with Oorox 
If she didn't sing to herself in class 
If her last name was Taylor 
If he didn't consider himself a real soul man 
If his coperosity wasn't sedociated when he was unsuffiently 
suffoncified (look THAT up in your Funk & Wagnalls) 
If he didn't use hair spray 
If he wasn't our own class brown 
If he combed his hair 
If he answered questions in French 
If she wasn't a pickpocket in a Boy Scout camp 
If he didn't tell his funky jokes 
If Liz's last name was Taylor 
If he could play football 
If SHE knew what she was talking about 
If he discovered! Curl Free 
If his last name was Shannon 
If he got a brushcut 
If she didn't call Michel in the spares 
If his fust name was Boris 
If she was a meanie 
If he didn't have his security chopstick 
If she didn't yell "It's a touchdown" at a baseball game 
If he din't like Sheny 
CENSORED 
If she was a belly dancer 
If she was indescribably delicious 
If he didn't have his trusty ruler 
If she replaced her brother on the football team 
If there weren't any girls in his school 
If he took off his girdle 
If she made noise in class 
If he didn't sound like Senator Dirkson 
If she knew how to swim 
If Goldie was toilet trained 
10 B 
TOP ROW L to R: Brian Henry, Barry Erving, Steve Lutsch, Michael Dirnardo, Daniel MartineUo, Gerry Goulet, 
Richard Chase, Dennis Farand, Shawn Robinson, Backos Daher, Randy Hayes, Timothy Storie, David Holmes, Karl 
Kersey. 
MIDDLE ROW L to R: Elaine Lennox, Janice McCormick, Deborah Olak, Gloria Marchand, Christina Osmun, Patricia 
Brown, Christine Laporte, Krista Foley, Jennifer Carter, Dawn Quellette, Betty Pugh, Sherri-Lou Thoms. 
BOTTOM ROW L to R: Elaine Chu, Lily Lee, Michele Clements, Nancy Jean, Mr. Hallam, Helen Vasilic, Valerie 
Currie, Maria Pirrone, Kuen-Har Yan. 































HELEN V ASILIC 
Doing Summer Blond commercials 
Lady Godiva 
A sole man 
Desk clerk on Wall Street 
Leader of his one man band 
Mayor of Great Metropolitan Puce 
Cashier of Puce General Store 




Emperor of the Roman Empire 
Tailor 
Metropolitan Opera singer 




Doughboy for Pillsbury commercials 
Meter Maid 
Mother of ten 
A wine slugger 
Owner of her tool and die shop 
Bus driver 
Future Little Red Riding Hood 
Politician 
Model 
World's greatest handball player 
Elevator operator 




- ~ --- . - -- -- . . 
10( 
TOP ROW L to R: Chuck Tofflemire, Doug Krestick, Rick Durham, Wayne Miller, Ken Fields, Wayne Doyle, Raymond 
Clark, Tim Whitehead, Ron Martin, Brent Moore, Nick Kaikkonen, Jim Edwards. 
MIDDLE ROW L to R: Robert Slyzuk, Dave Cormier, Grace Mosceo, Sharron Moore, Cathy Moore, Rosemary Mousseau, 
Kathy Hitch, Stella Bapadopoulos, Donna McNeil, Holly Martin, Sophie Velinou, Dan Burton, George Briand. 
BOTTOM ROW L to R: Chantal Drolet, Janise Frenette, Rosa Scalia, Dono! MacMillan, Mr. Thompson, Naza Hupalo, 





































But I never skip out 
Leave me alone, Shanon 
That's a no no 
Shut up, he's watching us 
J.C. 
It's like getting blood from a rock 
Bonjour 
I went to the Assumption dance 
Yeah, you can borrow it 
It's just too cool 
Hi Ian 
Guess who I went oot with? 
Where's Sharon? 
Could you explain that 
It looks like a horse bit you 
Frankfurt - West Germany, you hotdog 
Eat me. Johnson NOT Oliver 
Oh you??? 
As I was saying 
Have you got a pen 
I'm sure 
Wallace for president 
Agent ooo Soul 
Is that ever simple 
My ear's bleeding, so give me my books and get lost 
You beak 
There he is 
Where's Doug? 
Just call me Twiggy 




DAH, I don't know 
How do you feel on this subject? 
44 
10 D 
TOP ROW L to R: Jim Jessop, Jim Shreve, Kevin Hamilton, Alan Chambers, Paul Eberhard, Ed Mousseau, Jim 
McVeity, Glenn Slipiec, Victor FreemaJt, Bob Gebbie, Richard Machin. 
MIDDLE ROW L to R: Greg Parent, Robert Steele, Rick Laporte, Lynn Bateman, Bonnie Silver, Cynthia Smith, 
Susan Baleka, Eva Gemel, Nancy Uhrik, Graham MacFie, Paul Boulos, Gaetano Morzolli. 
BOTTOM ROW L to R: Linda Lang, Betty Wessel, Janice Kominar, Lilian Percy, Miss Hastings, Sheryl Fangeat, 





































Silence is Golden 
0 Canada 
Up, Down, Over, ilnd Around 
Soul Finger 
Roll Over Beethoven 
It Ain't Me, Babe 
Too Many Fish In The Sea 
More 




Popeye The Sailor Man 
Over You 
Cool Jerk 
Love Is Blue 
Heavy (music) 
Gold Finger 
Tip Toe Through The Tulips 
I Got You Babe 
Valley OfThe Dolls 
Honey 
Monster Mash 
Sax Fifth Avenue 
Fools Rush In 
Sunshine, Lollipops 
Prima Donna 
Biggest Daddy Of Them AU 
Little Old Lady From Passidina 
A Hard Day's Night 




Going Out Of My Hair 
10 E 
TOP ROW L to R: Wayne Rose, Rick Fecto, Gordon Purdy, Mike Cuter, Mr. Henderson, Frederick Shaw, Michael 
Bergeron, Nelson Dubreuil 
~UDDLE ROW L to R: Patrick Keenan, Bruce Haig, Kenneth Robinet, Gregory Chickee, Beverley Wilson, Anita McCory, 
Gabriel Samrah, Bruce Moore, Patrick Gross, George Duck, Christopher Turnbull. 
BOTIOM ROW L to R: Beverley Cuter, Mary Ann Bringas, Cumen LaFleur, Diane BurreU, Julie Loreto, Monique 
Lafleur, Freda Cuter, Rose Meluso, Lori Lyons. 
PET PEEVES 
Rick Fecteau .......................•...................... being caUed the "Stu" 
Mike Caster .................................... . .•........ being stued at by 0.8. 
Pat Gross ...................................•............ being caUed the " Hero" 
Wayne Rose .................................•.........•.......... Teachers 
Ken Robinet ............................... having to sit in front of a certain B.W. in French 
Monique LaFleur ............ . .......... not being able to have a spare with aU the boys in French 
Gabriel Samrah ............. . ..... . ............................... business men 
Carmen LaFleur ..........•.........•.......•......•.... waiting for Mary to leave work 
Pat Keenan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................ being looked down upon 
Bruce Moore . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . ..................•........ Greg Chickee 
Mary- Ann Bringrus .................•...........•... not being able to take her weekend trip 
Greg Chickee .................................................... Bruce Moore 
Laurie Lyons .....................•....... . ..•.... . ...... when Mr. Henderson stues 
Julie Loreto ........•.............•...................... being caUed Julie Brown 
Anita McCory ........................••.... not being able to play centre like her big brother 
Mike Bergeron ....•....................•................ being caUed Romeo. Ha, Ha. 
Bev Carter ......•...................•..... •. ........ being so stupid in Bookkeeping 
Diane BurreU ..........•..................................• stupid people like M.C. 
Fred Shaw •.......•..............•....••.... being caught while playing with "Cookie Pig" 
Bruce Haig ...............••.......................... having to take gym in the rain 
Freda Cuter . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . having to do the splits in P.E. 
Rose Melusco .•..........•........................•... talking about her personal life 
Bev Wilson ..•.................................. being bumped on the floor at "Volcano" 
Chris Turnbull .....................•.••...........•...... saying he's strong as a BuU. 
10 
TOP ROW L to R: Jack Phillips, Stewart Slipiec, Pompeo MarcheUetta, Albert Michaud, Kent Halls, Lee Whitehead, 
F 
Michael Doyle, John Zinck, Larry Bourget, Jeffrey Fraser, John Higgins, David Walsh. 
BOTTOM ROW L to R: Shirley McWiUiams, Leslee Kersey, Diane Kersey, Judith Ann Delisle, Mrs. Dodd, Pat Westfall, 
Jackie Mcfarlane, Gelmina AppoUoni, Linda Collins. 















































Little Orphan Annie 
Air-Conditioned Open Daily 11 A.M. to 3 A.M. 
Free Parking in Rear Sundays 12 Noon to Midnight 
I N G's RESTAURANT 
Specializing in Chinese Food 
FINE CUSTOM T Al LORING 
Renting price 10% off tuxedoes for all students. 
MORE THAN 50 VARIETIES TO CHOOSE FROM 
620 Goyeau Street 
(at Wyandotte) 
Windsor, Ont. Canada 253-0800 
256 PELISSiER STREET 
WINDSOR. ONTARIO Phone 254-8872 
10 G 
TOP ROW L to R: Wayne St.Denis, Gail Orton, Barbara Brown, Jack O'Connor, Geraldine Pierce, Marie Alfini, 
Rkhard Holden. 
BOITOM ROW L to R: Helen Qielinski, Irene Zielinski, Mrs. Hooper, Minerva Eltousse, Kathryn WeUs. 
,,. -f'I:~ 














The Gift House of Canada 
" DIAMONDS 
* SWISS WATCHES 
* FINE SILVER 
* ENGLISH CHINA 
* IMPORTED CRYSTAL 
* FINE LEATHER 
GOODS 
3/5 OUELLETTE AVE. WINDSOR 
CAN YOU IMAGINE? 
As Lady Soul 
Wearing the same thing twice 
Not passing History and English 
As a FRAT??? 
Without Bruce 
As a Joudmouth in class 
Not seeing Bradd for a day 
F allilJlg upstairs 
Posing as Mona Lisa 
Doing a surface dive in gym class 
Alone with a guy 
Not knowing how to type 
Office Machines and Equipment 
D.W. Jolly Company Ltd. 
~ 
103 Riverside Drive W. 
WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
PHONE CL 6-2603 
10 H 
TOP ROW L to R: Mary Bonici, Doris Hatfield, Sandra Gerald, Susan Bondy, Cathy Middleton, Leslie Chambers, 
Cathy Smillie, Marlene Dimitroff, Jeanetta Morton. 
MIDDLE ROW L to R: Gloria Demarce, Cathy Robbins, Liz Daabous, Debbie Willoughby, Kathy Lemmon, Sheila 
Demarce, Brenda Ramsay, Gwen Paterson, Kathie Belleperche, Deborah Peltier. 
BOTTOM ROW L to R: Lynn Chamberlain, Debbie Thornton, Lynda BelJ, Jackie Bissonnette, Mrs. Angelini, 
Gloria Brideau, Debbie Luxford, Wendy Luxford, Susan Wu. 
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF ... 
LYNDA BELL 

























MRS. S. ANGELINE 
Dyed her hair black 
Sold her orthopedic shoes 
Ever forgot her elastic 
Quit arguing with the teachers 
Lost her freckles 
Broke her fingernails 
Lost her dimples 
Misplaced her gum 
Caught a case of lock-jaw 
Didn' t see Paul Joliquer at lunch 
Didn't like red hair and freckles 
Was Jeanetta's twin 
Forgot her make-up 
Broke her shoe heel 
Remembered her homework before 9 a.m. 
Wasn't called Wendy 
Couldn't tell them apart either 
Didn' t make dense expressions 
Lei her hair grow 
Didn't use Kathie's babypowder 
Came to school on time 
Didn't like coloured socks 
Joined the football team 
Went out on weekends 
Didn't go Trick or Treating 
Forgot her eggrolJs for lunch 
Didn' t believe in the 'Great Pumpkin' 
11 A 
TOP ROW L to R: Cameron Prince, Chuck Hernandez, Robbie GiUette, Pearl Lee, Gail Anthony, Susan Want, Doug 
Root, Don Lee, Soon Yee. 














ODDS AND ENDS 
Bruce doesn'1 rcaDy just come to visit her, he lives there 
quiet, shy & innocent??? 
"We'd tell you about her, but you wouldn't believe it anyway." 
"Heil Komrade Reger" 
everything Chuckles said was too long to write 
Is not really ~2 inch taller than Nancy, she only pretends to be 
is it true love this time? 
Confucius in his tenth incarnation 
... refuses to have anything written about her 
"Una dies ero REX" 
H is the root of all evil 
head of the Chinese Underground 
great listener .... great teller 
H.IR. Teacher - Mr. Hutchings "By the way, both test- tubes fell from my pocket breaking at the same time, 
at exactly the same place. Thus we can assume that the Laws of Physics hold true." 
Qass President - Nancy Halik 
FURNITURE STUDENTS RECEIVE 
CARPETS APPLIANCES SPECIAL ATTENTION AT 
Buy with Confidence on Easy Terms V ARSJTY SPORTS 
BAUM & BRODY 71 Riverside Drive West 
Comer Chatham & Ferry St. HOWARD S. RIGGS 
. -.. . -.---- ·- . ··-·- ·-· -- - ---· - --- . ·-·--' 
11 B 
TOP ROW L to R: Tom Browlll, Wayne StJean, John Pluck, Wayne Halpert, Susan Kale, Terry Breen, Paul Wolford, 
Gordon Ghent 
BOTTOM ROW L to R: Jean Godden, Ruby Lee, Genevieve Rudzinski, Pat Ross, Mrs. Sanborn, Dorothy Hoar, Lynda 
Jean, Milicia Yaksich, Rachel Houghton. 

















Milicia Y aksich 
H.R. Teacher - Mrs. Sanbome 
OassMotto 
Qass President - Paul Wolford 
Vice President - Jean Godden 
going up to Gilly's for lunch? 
turning grease? 
coming to school two days in a row? 
a pool hustler? 
coming out of a Brykreem tube? 
really working at Willie's Baits Shop? 
as an auctionneur? 
agreeing with Mr. Copat? 
breaking up with her boyfriend for good? 
eating frogs' legs? 
submitting to Wayne H.'s passes? 
taking his car to school? 
stuffing olives at an apple sauce factory? 
queen of the Nile? 
selling pencils on the streets of downtown Windsor? 
actually being a good class president? 
stepping on a flower? 
votre grand-mere de la fee? 
Squirrel who bite on bark of bitter tree is bitter bark tree biter. 
11 C 
TOP ROW L to R: Rick Luxford, Hugh Hong, Norman Lee, Robert Gill, Kevin Shaw, Ron Spencer, Rick Spencer, 
Steve Kovac, Tim Kettlewell, Bill Gates. 
MIDDLE ROW L to R: Ettore Tatti, Lawrence Smith, Karen Kersey, Rosi Talerico, Jennifer Morris, Bonnie Vasiloff. 
Martha West, Margaret Wickett, Gary Smith, Mike Reid. 
BOTTOM ROW L to R: Pam Yee, Cathy .Martine, Janet Miller, Bev Woods, Liz Carscallen, Linda Slyzuk, Jeannette 
McDonald, Bernice Godin, Catherine McFadden. 
ABSENTEES: Ian Smith, Pead Wong, Steve Fox. 
IN 1978 
Ettore Tatti . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dress-maker in Nudist Colony 
Norman Lee . . . • • . . . • . . . . • . . • . . ..•....••. egg-roll roller 
Bill Gates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... pro football player 
Robert Gill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . owner of Vanity theatre 
Pearl Wong .................................... assistant egg-roll roller 
Rick Spencer . . . . . . . .................... future Sam-still peddling papers 
Margaret Wickett . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . self-employed 
Stephen Fox . . . . . ........................... Minister of Defense 
Bonnie Vasiloff . . . .............................. Bubble-dancer 
Martha West . . . . . . . ................. pro-football player 
Linda Slizzuk . . . . . . . .................. model for Ettore 
Janet Miller . . . . . . . . .... .lead trombonist for Windsor symphony 
Cathy Martine . . . . . . . . ...... student librarian in Patterson library 
Steve Kovac . . . . . . . . . .............. centre for Los Angeles Rams 
Mike Reid . . . . . . . . . . . ......... "Fast and Loose" 
Kevin Shaw . . . . . . . . ............•........... Clark Kent 
Karen Kersey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..................... ma.king pancakes 
Jenny Morris ........................... working on "Awake" commercials 
Cathy McFadden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .instructor for "Hai Karate" 
Bev Woods . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... censoring movies 
Ron Spencer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... professionaJ sleeper 
Gary Smith . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... Phantom of the Opera 
Bernice Godin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. still visiting M_r. ~~tchin,~ 
Hugh Hong . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... renting Junks 
Rose Tallerico . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... life guard at a steam bath 
Rick Luxford . . . . . ............. writing profeMionally with Karen 
Tim Kettlewell . . .................... Chicken Court Kid 
Pam Yee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... putting chicken in Egg Foo Young 
13;11 Smith . . . . . . . . .....••.•......... doing Jolly (?rcen Gia~J C?mmerci,a\~ 
Liz Carscallen ................ duector of Vic Tanny s 
Jeannette McDonaJd . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . a mystery 
Larry Smith .. Chairman of another assembly's committee 
Miss Recd . . . . . . . . •................. teaching English in France 
- - . -~~ - . - . . -- . - - . . . - . - . __ , 
11 D 
TOP ROW L to R: Melvin Wilson, James Auffret, Geoa:ge Schrieber, Denis Campeau, Nick Karolev, Tom Lesperance, 
Charles Micallef, Nick Romanick, James Chase, David Charette, Elias Sarkis, John Wallis. 
MIDDLE ROW L to R: Wayne Allen , Josephine Merucci, Cecile Masse, Vasilka '1arko, Cora Talbot, Martha Kosak, 
Mary Martinello, Evelyn Duckworth, Lorraine Steele, Loretta Marcuzzi, Jackie Duckworth, Denis Marynewich. 
BOTIOM ROW L to R: Nancy Beattie, Mary Mclelwain, Jackie Walpole, Andrea Allen, Mr. Copat, Fran Janisse, 


































Never a Dull Moment 
Planet of the Apes 
Wait Until Dark 
Land of the Giants 
Doctor Doolittle 
Cheaper by the Dozen 
La Dolce Vita 
Boy's Town 
Where Were You When the Lights Went Out? 
Sex and the Single Girl 
Lord of the Flies 
Where the Boys are 
Psycho 
With Six You Get Eggroll 
The Boston StrangJer 
Weekend Italian Style 





Divorce Italian Style 
The Singing Nun 
Rosemary's Baby 
The Flying Nun 
Agony and the Ecstasy 
Madame Butterfly 
The Ugly American 
Where Angels Go Trouble Follows 
Lilies of the Field 
Qass President - Jim Auffret 
Vice- President - Mafallda Dipietrantonio 
Mieke Zegerius 
R.R. Teacher - Mr. Copat 
aass 
Never on a, Sunday 
Paper Lion "36" 
"Wild in the Streels" 
11 E 
TOP ROW L to R: Frank Naccarato, Victor Foy, Mark Fedikow, Jim Jee, Jim Axiotis, Bob Potomski, Wayne Andreas. 
MIDDLE ROW L to R: Ken LaPointe, Joe Germanese, Roger Freeman, Aldona Tautkevicius, Gary Hebert, Ugo 
Mastromattei, Leonard Kirby. 
BOITOM ROW L to R: Pat Morris, Jan Steele, MicheUe Diemer, Pat Pittenger, Mr. Shapiro, Louise Gauci, Sandy 

























H.R. Teacher - Mr. Shapiro 
Class Motto 
Class Saying 
Balle t dancer 
Volkswagon repairman 
mother of 10 
assistant for jolly green giant 
late watchman in nudist colony 
Victor Foy's assistant (day watcher) 
Mary Poppins 
the NUDE ONE 
frog coUector 
local girl catcher 
bean farmer 
lion tamer 
retired Roman warrior 
. •. still waiting 
stand-in for Marlon Brando 
Italian sex symbol 




sex education instructor 
BeUy dancer 
Chandelier repair-girl 
stiU coaching losing teams 
Here today, gone tomorrow 
What the ................ . 
11F 
TOP ROW: L.-R.: Tim Parent, Ray McKinnon, Mike Hogan, Rick Marentette, Don 
Springer, Brian Weisgerber. 
BOTTOM ROW: Roy Grant, Patsy Conlin, Carole Glenn, Mr. Vanwyck, Rosemary Hudson, 
Doug Hyland, Richard Rawlin~. 
ABSENT: Sharon Taylor, Tom Markham. 
FAVOURITE SAYINGS 
Patsy Conlin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . this is incomprehensible and problematic 
Carol Glenn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I got a letter from Leon today 
Roy Grant • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . I give up 
Mike Hogan . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Can we have a spare? 
Rosemary Hudson •••• , •• , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • If you dig it, do it, 
Doug Hyland . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . Not too brighL 
Rick Marentette . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Okay buddy. 
Tom Markham . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Where's Sharon? 
Ray McKinnon . . • • . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . Come on Tim, cut it out. 
Tim Parent . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • That's a kick in the face. 
Richard Rawlin~ . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . I think I should get SO. 
Don Springer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . Boy, are you lucky. 
Sharon Taylor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . Where's Tom? 
Brian Weisgurber . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Well, I don't know. 




TOP ROW L to R: John Porter, Wayne hwin, Paul Kelly, Don Burrell, Pat White, Pat Delville, Dave Toal, Kieran 
Kenny, Bill Kolar, Greg Renaud. 
BOITOM ROW L to R: Sheila Brakenbury, Joanne Marsella, Denise Ivey, Peggy Brooks, Mrs. Goyeau, Lena Falzon, 
Denise Sukunda, Linda Cormier, Brenda Proctor. 


























not fast enough 
theMoucher 
Man from Glad 
nothing awful 
the professor 








the Hustler ... ? 
leader of the Mafia 
dynamite comes in sma!l packages 
HAWKESWOOD GARAGE LIMITED 
COMPLETE COLLISION SERVICE 
270 Erie St.E. Phone 252-6511 
12A 
TOP ROW; L.-R.: Chris Duriancik, Pat Lauzon, Rick Simpson, Mark Ebed1ard, Dennis Scheirich, 
Bruce Browning, Pat Duronio. 
MIDDLE ROW: Jim Prud'homme, Mike McLister, Scott Curoe, Dave Langevin, Joe Raheb, Bruce 
Tremblay, Dennis Hart, BilJ Mandich. 
BOTTOM ROW: Candy Philips, Diane Vickery, Sophie Karloff, Mr. Hooper, Nancy Westfall, 
Jacqueline Wilson, Jan Daubreville. 

























he writes more than he says 
always complains about losing records 
the dame with plans 
the funny politician 
the one who knows all about Bob Gibson 
straight off the Eberhard Family tree 
Mr. Smarts 
the school's talkiest crier 
a guy with a Ha.rt 
loves Volcano food 
the one with the Big Mou th 
one who doesn't know h is middle name 
adds to the class 
the "mod" that hardly smiles 
he's a Prud'homme alright 
with a. name like Raheb 
one who si ts back and schemes 
a barrel of laughs 
indescribably true 
the someday actress 
says a lot for nothing 
too quiet for a class like 12A 
she's here and she's there 
TOP ROW: L.-R. Amie Blaine, John Stanly, Jim Macri, Don Boudreau, Diane Dick, John Arbour, 
Scott Curoe, Dan Bondy, Mark Robinet. 
BOTTOM ROW: Sharon Ekblad, Cheryl Magone, Mary Jean, Miss Gregory, Cathy Olbey, Margaret 
Horvath, Martha Young. 



























TOP ROW: L. - R. Richard Brackenbury, Richard Palaszynski, Lothar Stiern, Fred Logan, Alex Zonjic, 
Bob Kominar, Augie Buzzeo, Bill Clinansmith. MIDDLE ROW: Gerald Theobald, Guy Percy, Foo Yee, 
Nick Fitzios, Craig Drummond, Heather Wilson, Lynne Fraser, Ursula Stiern, Frank Vitella, Fred 
Rivait, Robert Smith, Milan Kuzmanovich. BOITOM ROW: Jacqueline MacDonald, Heather Gaston, 
Monica Schuerheck, Jo-Anne Grayson, Mrs. Strachan, Sharon Freeman, Sandra Taziker, Cathy Walsh, 
Dianna Johnson. 
Cathy Walsh ....... . 
Foo Yee .......... . 
Bill Uinansmith ..... . 
Augie Buzzeo ..•..... 
Alex Zonzic ....... . 
Guy Percy ........ . 
'Frank Vitella ....... . 
Mike Kuzmanovich ... . 
Fred Rivait ........ . 
Lothar Stiern ....... . 
Ursula S tiem . . . . . . . . 
Gerry Theobald ..... . 
Sharon Freeman ..... . 
Sandy Baxter ....... . 
Lynne Fraser ....... . 
Jo-Ayn Grayson ..... . 
Heather Wilson ...... . 
Freddie Logan ...... . 
Robert Smith ....•... 
Bob Kominar . . . . . .. . 
Jackie MacDonald .... . 
Dianna Johnson ...•.. 
Craig Drummond 
Sandy Taziker ...... . 
Nick Fitzios ....... . 
Monica Schuerhcck ... . 
Richard Palaskynski .•.. 
Heather Gaston ..... . 
10 YEARS FROM NOW 
.........• still oor groovy Fashion Teen Consultant at Smith's in the cub uniforms department 
. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . owner of the First Automated Chinese Laundry. 
. . . . . . . . . • . . . 1st acorena player in 12C's one and only original class circus and rhythm band. 
. • . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . owner of Puce's first Playboy Club. 
. . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . still trying to overcome his shyness and inability to speak oo t 
. . . . . . . . . except for his blond hair, his class chums still can't distinguish him from James Brown. 
. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . leader of 12's one and only original class circus and rhythm band. 
. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . stilt trying to get his dog's picture in the paper. 
. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . taking a course in dentistry from Cole's notes. 
. . . 12C's skiing representative finally graduating from Crawford Hill to the Ouellette Ave. Overpass. 
. . . . . . . . . • . . flying in from her missionary work in the Congo to hand in the attendance sheet. 
• . . . . . • . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . the rust real long hair in the Windsor Symphony. 
. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . bubble dancer at the Volcano. 
. . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . designing St. Mary's uniforms into cellophane bikinis. 
. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . Head candy girl at the Vanity still sitting on the stool, eating popcorn. 
. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . managing publicity for the spirit world. 
. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . passing out mimjographed copies of last night's: movie. 
. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . mass manufacturer of rulers engraved with "Freddie the Great". 
. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . the only 37 year old usher at the Palace. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . . . . head janitor at Kresge's. 
. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . selling chocolate bars and then Oying to Puerto Rico with the money. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • . • • . . • . . . Dots Champion of the Universe. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • replacement for Shell's Answer Man. 
.........................•.. the rust person to find out the colonel's secret recipe. 
. . . . . . . . . . .......•.... 1st Greek to win the Annual Italian bicycle race on Erie Street 
. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . stilJ taking home tJhe food they thll'ow out at Steinberg's. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . still memorizing tJ1e logarithmic tables. 
. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . still trying to find her place in 12C's script 
l2D 
TOP ROW: L.-R. Don Gebbie, Robery Phelps, Bill Hopkins, Robert Rees, Eric Oldenburg, 
Nick Stein, Gary Curgin, Malcolm Musson, Timothy Talbot, John Vizier, Eddy Jean. 
MIDDLE ROW: Enzo Facecchia, Vincent Sas.so, Gary Wade, Eric Cameron, Sergio Vecch.ione, 
Karen Kominar, Diane Bis.sell, Wayne Wilson, Claude Soulliere, Stanley Mankiewicz, 
Fred Van Beek. 
BOTIOM ROW: Kathreen Whitehead, Susan Stinchcombe, Margo Bondy, Annete Ivans, 



































TOP ROW: L. - R. Rick Martin, Ron Orton, Stan Heenen, Craig Trojand, George Marinovich, Mike 
Kelly, Torn Jon, Torn SawyeJr, Stanley Myskow, Ralph Hall. BOTTOM ROW: Bruce Duck, Philip White, 
Eva Slipiec, Susan Grier, Mrs. Meredith, Marty Gloster, Paul Jolicoeur, Bill Finlay. ABSENT: 
Guy Colarossi. 
FRONT ROW: L. - R. Lise Lariviere, Pauline Chartrand, Sharon Haynes, Judi Leslie, Mr. Percy, 
Julie Bondy, Sharyn Cole, Lynn Uhrik. BACK ROW: Wayne Miller, Martin Gelinas, Steven Uijanick 
Mark Bisnett, John Fedele, David Sl;yzuk, Brian Wilson, Ross Canestrao. ' 
13 
FRONT ROW L to R: Mark Baker, John Zangari, Joyce Calarco, Heide Cieply, Mr. McEwan, Maigaret Brooks, Alison 
Martine, Rosemary Boretsky, Jerry Hansor. 
MIDDLE ROW L to R: Francesco lmprota, Bob Branget, Tom Warren, Richard Wong, Sam Jean, John West, Mario Sarrah, 
A Gary Cormier, Wayne Fox, Geoff Kidd, Doug Gardner, Mario Bevacqua. THIRD ROW L to R: Steve Duriancik, Ken Bashura, Greg Underwood, Terry Murphy, Paul Kale, Gerry Vanderkwaak, John Dinltam, Richard Malesevich, John Kambouris, Dragomir Jovanovic, John Smith. 
BACK ROW L to R: Michael Crosby, Mike Kelly, David Osmun, Richard Birakenbury, Brent Reid, Rick Holmes, Mike 
Lauzon, Ted Trusevich, Mike Fontaine, Peter Appel. 
FRONT ROW L to R: Sandra Hooper, Linda Drummond, Bonnie Green, Mary Lou Pare, Mr. McGorman, Meryl Keyes, 
Heather Nantais, Jean Lee, Debbie Tolson. B 
MIDDLE ROW L to R: Felix Talerico, Gale Thornton, Wendy Holland, Colleen Marchant, Julianne Kosak, Jeanne 13 
Brocklebank, Maigaret Andonian, Gwen St. Denis, Rosemary Bore tsky. 
BACK ROW L to R: Ted Trusevich, John Smith, John Manchen, Pe ter Booth, Sam Drouillard, David Osmun, Gary 
McLister, Sarkis Daher, Jim Duff. 
13( 
FRONT ROW L to R: Anja Van Beek, Helga Philips, Giselle Tubaro, Rosalind Dawson, Mr. Chapman, Mira Japuncic, 
Ma.xine McLister, Michelle Mc Lister, Shariffa Booze. 
MIDDLE ROW L to R: Marilyn Murphy, Helen Boycott, Beth Campeau, Doreen Snelling, Janice Edwards, Rosemary 
Boretsky, Patsy Foote, Maureen Barry, Angela Mainie. 
BACK ROW L to R: Jerome Masse, Mike Kelly, Ron Succato, David Osmun, Ron Kettlewell, John Smith,Sam DrouilJard, 




567 PRISSIER STREET 
S. H. THOMAS LEE 








P''ONr. 256-3115 TI t. 256-3116 
RESTAURANT 
Delicious Pan Fried 
Chicken - All you can eat 
also .. . 
531 Pelissier 
(Next to Y.M. · Y.W.C.A ) 
(2 Blocks from Tunnel Exit) 
Spare Ribs & Steaks 
HOME DELIVERY 
252 · 7226 
Full Catering Services 
On Your Premises or Ours 







FRONT ROW L- R: Ron Orton, Wes Delnea, Dan BattageUo, Pete Booth, Terry Murphy, Wayne Wilson. SECOND ROW: Robert Smith, 
Wayne Andreas, Don Boudreau, Sam Jean (C), John Kambouris (C), Arnie Blaine, Greg Underwood, Augie Buzzeo, Bill Finlay (Manager). 
THIRD ROW: Fred Logan, Chuck Tofflemire, Gary Cuegin, Charles Micallef, Rick Martin, Jim Auffret, Andrew Diggins. BACK ROW: 
Enzo Facecchiae, Jack Philips, Bob Brauget, Ross Canestraro, Doug Krestick. 
SENIOR FOOTBALL 
Doug Gardner l JA 
For the second year in a row our senior football team won only two games 
while losing four. However, due to Forster's 0- 6 record we moved from fifth 
to fourtli place. Our two victories came over Brennan (9- 8) and Forster (16- 13). 
In spite of the poor mark we were not eliminated from tile playoff race until 
our season-ending loss to Kennedy (15-14). They can't say tllat our guys didn't 
at least try. 
Altl1ough our offence couldn' t be said to be fierce, it did leave a few bright 
spots. For tile second year in a row John Kambouris ran tile team extremely 
weU. Wayne Wilson, Sam Jean and Wayne Andr,eas centred tile aerial at tack 
well and Sam Jean, Augie Buzzeo and Robert Smith were adequate runners. 
Another back, Jim Chase, was injured in the fourth game but was still picked 
for the third All.City Team. I also must congratulate Terry Murphy, a 
lineman, who made the third All.City Team. He played tenaciously all 
year and certainly desel\les this recognition. 
With many players leaving we must only hope that the other schools are 
losing more, or next year will be no better. We will just have to wait and see. 
-
SOCCER TEAM 
FRONT ROW: L.-R. Ken Bachura, Nick Fitzio, Milan Koszmanovich, Fred Rivait, Frank Vittela, Greg Chickee, Rick Holden, 
Ettore Tatti. BACK ROW: Mr. Henderson, Fred Philpott, Ron Kettlewell, John Manchen, Paul Kale, Steven Fox, Danny 
Martinello, George Marinovich, Bill Clinasmith, Frank Fransico, Ralph Hall. 
SOCCER 
Doug Gardner 13A 
This yea.r's Patterson soccer team was one of our best in many 
years. It had good balance up front, a fine defence and most of 
all, one of the best, if not the best, goaltenders in the league, 
Frank Vitella. With this power the team easily made it to the 
city finals and faced a fine WaJkerville team, featuring the league's 
leading goal scorer, Peter Pican. 
However, just before this final series began the team was 
$hocked and sad4ened by the death of their fine coach, 
S. E. Dawson. With this incentive to win in them, the boys 
played two excellent games but urifortunately lost both, thus 
bowing out of the fmaJs. 
Credit must be given to a few players whose individual efforts 
sparked excitement Veterans Ken Bashura and Greg Chickee played 
extremely well and rookie Fred Rivait looked like another Pete 
as he ran up, and down the field. As stated before, Frank Vitella 
was tremendous and singlehandedly won many games with 
ex cell en t goal tending. 
This year an All- Star team was selected for soccer and Patterson 
was represented by Fred Riva.it and Greg Chickee. Congratulations 
on an excellent season. 
BOYS' VOLLEYBALL 
Once again the Patterson fans didn't have 
much to cheer about when the boys' volleyball 
team took the court. They just barely kept up 
with the football team as they won two games. 
But at least this year there was a commodity 
which had been missing for many years - hustle. 
This was noted by the many dives to the floor for 
stray volleyballs by the starting six - John 
Smith (captain), Doug Gardner, Rick Marentette, 
Gerry Vanderkwaak, Jim Jee and Mark Fedikow. 
At least next year the team has nowhere to 
go but up. Good luck! 
- Doug Gardner 
CROSS COUNTRY TEAM 
BACK ROW: (L - R) Mike Lauzon, Ron Spencer, Lany Hames, Mr. Woods. FRONT ROW: (L - R) Dave Langevin. 
Cross Country 
This virtually unknown sport fmally came 
into its deserving prominance this year due 
to the fine efforts of our new track coach, 
Mr. Woods. Many more runners tu.med out this 
year than in previous years. All the runners 
did veiy well, however one boy stood out among 
the rest. Mike Lauzon, after much strenuous 
and lengthy practice, finally came into his 
own in cross country. Wearing the school 
colours proudly, he finished close to the 
front in almost all his races. At the All -
Ontario track meet he represented Patterson 
veiy well. Let's hope that this start in cross 
country will not stop this year when Mike 
graduates. 
- Doug Gardner 
SENIOR 
VOLLEYBALL 
Girls' Senior Volleyball Team 
TOP ROW: L.-R. :Miss Scully (coach), Aldona 
Tautkevicius, Diane Bissell, Anita McCrory. 
MIDDLE ROW: Margaret Andonian, Lorraine Steele, 
Martha West, Andrea Allen. 
BOTTOM ROW: Laurie Lyons, Rosemary Borctsky 
(co-captain), Martha Young (co-captain), Annette Ivans. 
SENIOR GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL 
Martha Kosak l ID 
The girls had a successful season this year and came very close to the finals. The eleven girls 
on the team all showed good sportsmanship and style. When the team was in one of its depressed 
moods then the good humour of Rosie Beret.ski and Andrea Allen boosted them up and they put 
up a real hard fight. Diane Bissell, Margaret Andonean and Annette Ivens shocked the opposite 
team with their fearless spikes, while Andrea and Rosie bombarded them with powerful serves. 
With the rest of the team backing them up with good setups and retrieves we had an A-1 team. 
Next year Patterson will make the finals and win. This great team owes thanks to its coaches, 
Miss Liszczak and Mrs. Scully, who really made them work! 
JUNIOR 
VOLLEYBALL 
Girls' Junior VolleybaU Team 
TOP ROW: L.-R.: Freda Carter (captain), Sharron 
Whited, Betty Lynn Wessel, Lynn Bateman, Jennifer 
Carter, Grace Mosceo. 
BOTTOM ROW: Laur.a Crosby, Diane Thompson, 
Karen Kersey, Cathy Moore. 
JUNIOR GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL 
Congratulations should be extended to our Junior Girls' Volleyball team. They worked very 
hard this season and their hard work gave them a place in the city finals. Although they were 
defeated, they d isplayed the true Patterson spirit of which we all are so proud. The team repre-
sented our school well; we would like to thank their coach, Miss Liszczak, for all her time and 
effort. 
-- Ruby Lee 








SENIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL 
BACK ROW: (L - R) Mr. C.C. McCaffiey, Malcolm Musson, Jim Jee, Gary Curgin, John Smith, Fred Logan, John Dinham, Mark 
Fedikow, Mike Kuzmanavich, Wayne Andreas (mgr.) FRONT ROW: (L - R) Frank ViteUa, Fred Rivait, Jim Chase. 
Once again, this year, the new Patterson image of losing in the play-offs was kept up. The team 
went tluough a reasonably good season with a 10-3 record but were beaten handily by the faststenping 
Brennan Cardinals in the quarter-finals. But with the talent available and their lack of experience 
it seemed that their limit was reached by getting into the play-offs. 
Many trouble spots on the team forced c-0ach McCamey in to juggling his starting line-up many 
times th.roughout the year. He realized that he couldn't just play five players as was his strategy 
in the past years. A lack of a strong, dependable centre forced McCaffJey into moving John Dinham and 
Mark Fedikow in and out of the pivot. With more playing time Fedikow looks good for the future. At one 
fo.rward spot flashy Gary Cuigin and Jim Jee were slugged back and forth. Curgin was a little quicker 
but lack of experience caused him to make many turnovers in '.key situations. However, his p9tent, but 
inconsistent, shooting ability usually put him ahead of Jee, who suffered from many lacklustre games. 
At the guard spots, tlll'ee equally talented players contested for the starting position from game to 
game. Never knowing who was going to play seemed to be determined to Frank ViteUa, Fred Rivait, and 
Jim Chase as they played under the premise that one mistake and they were out of the game. Vitella's 
all-round play and especially his tenacious defence appeared to make him the better of the tlhree. 
Chase and Rivait, however, were right up behind him in talent. 
The only two solid performers on the team were John Smith and Fred Logan. Smith, although not 
scoring up to expectations this year, was the complete ball player. His exceUent play making and 
fine defence made him one of the better guards in the city. 
However, I feel the biggest mistake ol. the year was the exclusion of Fred Logan from the All-City 
fir:st team. Fred's scoring ability (third in the league) and excellent, if not over-powering, re-
bounding surely merited him better than a second team placing. He's stiU AU-City to us at Patter-
son, though. 
With many players leaving this year the team looks a little shaky for next year, but I'm sure they 
will do all right. 
- DOUG GARDNER 
FRESHMEN BOYS 
FRESHMEN BASKETBALL TEAM 
FRONT ROW: Hugo Gatti, Craig Greening, Mr. Copat, Hamlet Wong, 
Larry Gatti. MIDDLE ROW: Brian CotteU, Chris Psathas, John Chase, 
Robert Jackson, Kevin Ferris. BACK ROW: Mike Johnson, Leonard Hay-
ward. 
Boys Freshman Basketball 
The Patterson Freshman Basketball team was coached by Mr. Copat 
and Mr. 'McEwan. Team Captains were Bob Jackson and John Chase. The 
team won 4 games and lost 7 with the victories over Walkerville, 
Riverside, Kennedy and Lowe Tech. 
Denny Young 
JUNIOR BOYS 
JUNIOR BASKETBALL TEAM 
FRONT ROW: (L - R) Mike McKay, Robert Steele, Dave Lee, Enzo Facecchia, Brian Weisgerber, Don Lee. BACK ROW: Allan 
Chambers, Robert Smith, Ken Field, David Talley, Steve Andryowicz, Danny Martinetto, Mr. Henderson. 
Boys Junior Basketball 
The Patterson Junior Basketball Team was coached this year by Mr. Henderson. The Team's record was S wins and S losses. The 
boys defeated King George, William Hands, Riverside, Lowe T ech. and Kennedy. Although they lost S games, they only lost by a 
few points and concluded the season tied for 5th place. The captain was Enzo Facccchia. 
Denny Young 
. . ·- . . .. ~ - - . ·- - - . . . . - . . . . -· 
S.W.O.S.S.A. CHAMPS 
SENIOR GIRL'S BASKETBALL TEAM 
FRONT ROW: (L - R) Andrea Allen, Laurie Lyons, RoseMary Boretsky (co-capt.), Martha Young (co<apt.), Lorraine Steele, Pat Smith. 
BACK ROW: Sheila Brackenbury, Peggy Brooks, Sharon Haynes, Aldona Tautkevicius, Diane Bissell, Martha West, Mrs. Spring (coach) 
SENIOR GIRL'S BASKETBALL 
Our senior girl's basketball team is to be congratulated and even more 
so; this year they marched on to capture the SWOSSA trophy again. 
Many students had no faith in this team at first, but as we won game after 
game, they realized that this was an exceptionally good team that had the 
potential to go all the way, and therefore backed them up. We have such 
great memories, for example the game against Forster, where we won by two 
points during a three minute overtime. The thought of playing against St. 
Mary's and Walkerville stole our girls up a bit but they were victorious. 
The team entered the finals against Forster. This game was very ex· 
citing and close ending in the tragic victory for Forster by one point. 
Our girls were heartbroken but this made them strong. With revenge in their 
hearts and want of success our girls went to Chatham and captured the SWOSSA 
trophy by defeating Essex High School and Forster in the finals. Three 
cheers for this outstanding team!!! 
. ' -·-. . . . . - -~ - ~ - . . 
JUNIOR GIRLS' BASKETBALL 
FRONT ROW: (L - R) Bonnie McDonald, Becky Rolley, Darlene Malte, Laura Crosby, Linda Sates, Della Wright. BACK ROW: Debbie 
Haines, Teresa Montagano, Sharon Whitehead, Adriana Accetta, Linda Bakes, Mrs. Huckle. 
This year our junior team is playing only exhibition games, but are doing very well. This team is under the coaching of Mrs. 
Huckle and perhaps next year they will play regular games, as the seniors, instead of exhibitions. Some of the strong players 
on the team are Sharon Whitehead, Teresa Montagano, Laura Crosby and Georgina McKay. 
Cathy McFadden 
Corvi plirnenfs 
. - . . -~-- . . -· . . ·- - -- . . . - - . - -- . . --·-·· 
HOCKEY TEAM 
FRONT ROW: (L - R) Rick Fecteau, Jack Phillips, John Baylis, John West, Paul Jolicoeur (captain), Richard Wong, Shawn Ferris. MIDDLE 
ROW: Pat Gross, Jim Duff, Richard Foster, Ross Canestraro, Daniel BattageUo, Ken Bashura, Mark Bisnett. BACK ROW: Mr. HaU (coach), 
Bill Findlay (manager), Rick Martin (trainer) 
HOCKEY 
Once again the tides of misfortune befeUed this year's hockey team,.After last year's record of 0.9-1 it seemed 
almost certain that they had nowhere to go but up. But a stronger league and much inexperience brought this year's 
edition a (). IO record. 
One thing that can be said about this year's team, though, was that they were fighters. They never gave up and 
tried to lick the team if they couldn't beat them. The one bright spot on the team was the play of forward Ken Bashura, 
who fmished in the league's top ten in scoring. His best performance was a four-goal effort against Tech. 
Thanks must go to Mr. Hall for his fine coaching and ability to stick it out in what must have been a very frust-
rating year. 




FRONT ROW: (L - R) Abbey Shanbon, Steve 
Fox, Cathy McFadden, Alan Patineau, Cathy 
Walsh, John Baylis, Della Wright. BACK 
ROW: Naza Hupalo, Linda Fox, Rosemary 
Mouseau, Becky Rolley, Annette Ivans, 
Noreena Martinello, Carol Glen. 
CHEERLEADERS 
FALL TERM 
FRONT ROW: (L - R) Mel Oipictrantonio, Pearl Wong, Jean Lee (captain), Beverly Wood, Pat Pittenger. BACK ROW: Gwen Patterson, 
Pearl Lee, Maggie Laczko, Doris Eng, Sharyn Cole. 
WINTER TERM 
FRONT ROW: (L - R) Mel Oipictrantonio, Pearl Wong, Julia Root, J ean Lee (captain), Bega Marsella, Beverly Wood. BACK ROW: Pat 
Pittenger, Betty Lyn Wessel, Doris Eng, Maggie Laczko, Sharyn Cole, Gwen Patterson. 











ROSY'S HIGH AGAIN 
I WAS GOING TO KICK IT A MILE TOO! 
LET HER FLY! 
LAST ONE THERE'S 
AROTIENEGG 
WE'RE WITH YOU!! 
CATCH'EM IF YOU CAN! 
GO! JIMMY 












A message from Chrysler Canada Ltd. to all you young men and women who will come of driving age this year. 
' 
Thrill of a lifetime: 
First solo in the family car. 
Your province says you're old 
enough to drive. 
You have a driver's licence. 
Your dad says you can take the car. 
You're on your own no big person 
to tell you what to do, how to do it, 
where to go, how fast to go there. 
Turn the key- Put' er in drive ... 
Step on the gas ... and let her roll. 
What are we waiting for? 
• We hope you' re waiting for a few words 
- not a lecture nor a scolding- from a 
company that makes cars for a lot of 
dads like yours. 
The first time you take out the Family 
Car you put yourself in the situation that 
separates Kids, with merely a licence to 
drive. from Young Grown-Ups with moral 
driving respons1 b1l1ty, and mental driving 
good sense. 
You may have the quickest reflexes in 
your block and 20-20 v1s1on, but if you 
don't have 50-50 respect for other cars 
and drivers on the road and for the 
money your dad has put into that car 
you're neither old enough nor good 
enough to drive. No matter what that 
driving licence says. 
You're starting to drive in an age when 
cars are built stronger, handle better and 
drive safer, but even a Sherman tank or 
an armored Brink's truck can't stand up 
against some of the dumber drivers and 
red-hot speeds on Canadian roads today. 
You're the country's driving hope. The 
only real chance motorists and motoring 
have for the future is that young drivers 
coming on our roads today will be better, 
safer, more responsible drivers than their 
fathers or mothers. 
There is no reason why they shouldn't 
be. 
As one teenager, recently quoted in a 
newspaper, says. "We teenagers are good 
drivers. The only trouble is that because 
we 're so good, some of us get too sure of 
ourselves and take too many chances." 
Let·s look at it this way: The first time 
you take out the family car on your own, 
you're boss of thousands of dollars' worth 
of steel, rubber, aluminum and glass. 
It has everything it takes to get you 
somewhere and back-except a brain. 
Don't forget that's the most important 
thing about driving- and the brain is 
you. 
One dumb driver can cause an acci-
dent, but when two dumb drivers meet. 
there isn't a prayer. You be the smart one. 
There are a dozen ways a kid can show 
he's growing up, but the surest way to 
judge him is "Does he drive Grown-Up 
Style- really grown-up?" 
Plymouth . Dodge. Ch,y,I". /mpe,ial • Oodge/fa,go fruck, • Simca • Sunbeam "'" CHRYSLER 
~ CANADA LTD. 

PANTHORA 
FRONT ROW: L.-R. Paul Jolicouer, Martha Young, Scott Curoe, Rosalind Dawson, Mike Kelly, Bonnie Green, 
Jo-anne Grayson, Gwen Patterson, Larry Smith. MIDDLE ROW: Miss Kreutzer, Dennis Young, Grace Mousseau, 
Della Wright, Pearl Lee, Olga Kosak, Susan Beattie, Milica Yakish, Meryl Keyes, Mr. Barnes. BACK ROW: Doug 
Annette, Doug Krestick, Wayne Halpert, Robert Jackson, Doug Gardner, Chris Duriancik, Graham McFie. 
HEAD GIRL'S MESSAGE 
A balloon, merely filled with helium and then released, can only go in one direction--up. 
This statement ten years ago would be true. Now, in our modern life, if this same balloon were 
somehow abandoned in space, it would, instead of following an upward path, acquire an orbit 
and go in circles. 
Likewise, the graduated student, "filled" only with knowledge, would, ten years ago, be 
equipped perhaps to follow an upward path. However, in our quickly moving, quickly changing age -
a space age - this student, "armed" only with !knowledge, would find himself lost in that same 
circle. 
A good education, certainly, is a must. But it is not synonymous with success. What does 
the knowledgeable person contribute to his community or school if he lacks interest, ambition, 
and the imagination to incite change and innovations? With the dawn of the space age, daring 
achievements have been realized, conceived by intelligent, imaginative, and ambitious mirnds. 
It is obvious that man no longer is satiated, with knowledge alone, nor even with the quest 
for more knowledge. 
The nine to three-fifteen student, disinterested in the extra-curricular activities offered to 
him, and going to school strictly for his diploma, is hurting himself. This "un-involvement" 
can only be detrimental for his future attitudes. His imagination and creativeness must be 
stimulated and nurtured now. This can be attained only if the individual is interested, eager, 
and willtng enough to apply himself and become involved. 
Emphasis has been placed, and rightfully, on education. But certainly, who is satisfied with 
a prosaic existence, content to "follow the circle"--impervious to new ideas? The student who 
shows active interest in himself and in others, who eagerly cultivates his talents to capacity, 
and who is willing to become involved, is the successful citizen of tomorrow. 
-- Rosalind Dawson --
HEAD BOY'S MESSAGE 
Th~ year in the month of January, Ontario students received a notice concerning 
lengthening of the school year t'rom the Provincial Legislature. It didn't take 
long before the rumblings of discontent started echoing across the province. 
Student walk·outs, letters of protest and disruption of classes followed in most 
parts of Ontario. There was no doubt, a majority of students were voicing their 
complaint openly. 
The world is changing and we must face it. Life is not one big bowl of cherries 
and in our world, only the "fittest of the fit" will survive. Henceforth, by 
our standards those who obtain an education will reap the rewards of tomorrow. 
- Mike Kelly 
ELECTIONS 
AN ACCOUNT OF THE PANTHORA ELECTIONS '68~9 
VOTE. 
The Panthora election this year was not filled with the zest of enthusiasm it has seen FoR 
in the gymnasium. However all the candidates did display a real interest in their campaigns 
shown by all the posters which literally papered the walls of corridors in the school. The 
campaign programs in the auditorium were widely diversified. Some used serious platform 
speeches, while other used funny skits to put across their view. On this extreme probably 
MEX 
one of the most memorable skits was that of the Great Yellow Banana put on by Jo-ann~ 
Grayson of 12E. Balloons, bubble gum and confetti also fell abundantly from the balcony as 
pa.rt of these festivities. However, when tJ1e fun was over the serious business of voting 
was at hand. The student body of P.CJ. chose its elective representatives for the year 
'68-'69. The people were Rosalind Dawson, Bonnie Green, Doug Gardner, Mike Kelly, Merly 
Keyes from grade 13; Scott Curoe, Chris Duriancik, Jo-anne Grayson, Paul Joliquer, Martha 
Young from grade 12; Robert Gill, Wayne Halpert, Pearl Lee, Larry Smith, Milicia Yaksich 
from grade 11, Doug Annette, Doug Krestick, Graham MacFie, Grace Mousseau, Gwen Patterson 
from grade 10, and finally from grade 9: Susan Beattie, Robert Jackson, Olga Kosak, Della 
Wright, and Dennis Young. These 25 people then met to nominate candidates for head boy and 
head girl. They chose Martha Young and Rosalind Dawson, Mike Kelly and Scott Curoe. Another 
week of campaigning then followed amongst the four candidates. Another assembly was held, 
but this one had a more serious atmosphere than the one a week before, the coveted possession 
of President of the school was riding in the balance. Again the student body voted this time 
choosing the person they wished to lead their school. This time the students of P.C.I. chose 
Mike Kelly as their head boy and president and Rosalind Dawson as their head girl and vi.ce-
president. 
- Bonnie Green (secretary of the Panthora) 
SOCIAL COMMITTEE 
Social Committee Picture / Chairman, Martha Young 
FRONT ROW: L. - R. Cathy Walsh, Jo-AMe Marsella, Wendy Stasio, Nancy Halik, Martha Young (Chairman), Mrs. Bradd, Julia Root, Nancy 
Jean, Mary Angelos. MIDDLE ROW: Harold Mclachlan, Ted Trusewycz, Michelle Clements, Gail Anthony, Sheila Brakenbury, Pat Morris, 
Doreen Snelling, Maureen Barry, Margaret Andonian, Anja Van Beek, Jan Steele, Gloria Marchand, Susan Baleka, Sam Drouillard, Denny 
Young. BACK ROW: Tom Warren, Mario Bevacqua, Mike Kelly, Peter Appel, John Zangari, Ursula Stiern, Beth Compeau, Anjta McCrory, 
Diane Dick, Heather Wilson, Graham MacFie, Geoff Kidd, Doug Gardner, Wayne Bedard, Scott Curoe, Jerry Vanderkwaak. 
CHAIRMAN'S REPORT 
The Social Committee 
Few students realize how much time and effort are involved in the running of the social committee. The committee as 
a whole is responsible for planning dances and securing bands. They plan decorations for special dances such as the 
Sadie Hawkins and Christmas dances. Many hours and a great deal of work go into these affairs. The annual Commence-
ment Exercises owe part of their success to the efforts of the social committee. Many arrangements are necessary in 
order that the prom be a success. The social committee has the responsibility of making sure that preparations for an 
event are completed on time. 
The sponsor teacher, Mrs. Bradd, and chairman, Martha Young, should be highly complimented for their diligent work 
along with the members of the committee. The imagination and sense of organization of Mrs. Bradd and Martha Young 
proved to be valuable assets. The committee as a whole proved itself to be very hard working. It can be said that 
the school year would definitely be dull without the efforts of the social committee. 
Martha Young 
SADIE HAWKINS AND CHRISTMAS DANCES 
Before Christmas the social committee prepared two special events; the Sadie Hawkins 
Dance and the Ch1istmas Dance. The Sadie Hawkins Dance was held on Novembe1 9. The Crescents 
supplied the music. For this dance, the girls had to ask the boys to go with them or go 
alone, in whkh case they IJad to ask the boys to dance while there. Everyone was to come in 
hillbilly dress. Michelle Clements and Ken Bashu1a won records for the most original costumes. 
Secondly, was the Christmas Dance which was a dress up dance. The Blues T1ain Jocked 
the gym with psychedelic-soul. Everyone was put in the Christmas spirit by the colourful 
decorations in the gym which included presents under trimmed tree. 
AU in all, the social committee is trying to break the monotony of the regular dances. 
As chairman I would like to thank our sponsor teacher, Mrs. Bradd whose hetp was appreciated 
and all the members of the social committee. 
PROM QUEEN LESLIE HANNON 
AND HER iESCORT. 
Martha Young 
THE PROM 
A novel and memo1able evening was in store for all those who 
attended our annual spring prom, the night of March 8. The Dieppe 
Room of the Cleary Auditorium was the setting for this highlight of 
the school year. A Detroit nightclub band, the Leonard McIntyre 
Quintet supplied the music. 
Perhaps the climax of the evening arrived with the announcing 
of the new prom queen. As the eight nominees moved to the front of 
the band platform, it was announced that Leslie Hannan had received 
this honour. Jeanne Brocklebank, the previous year's queen, presented 
Leslie with a tiara llllld handed her the traditional long-stemmed, 
red roses, which were generously donated by Philipps Flowers. As the 
band dedicated a song to the new queen, all the girls and their es-
corts danced. 
Leslie's court consisted of Jean Lee, Rose Boretsky, Margaret 
Andonian, Julianna IKosak, Joyce Colarco, Lynn Fraser, and Rosalind 
Dawson; each girl received an individual rose. The queen's gifts 
included a dinner for two at the Mai Mai, a five dollar gift 
certificate at Birks, two shoe gift certificates from Belinda and 
Bata shoe stores, and an appointment for a hair wash and set at 
Smith's. 
The majority of those who attended the prom were extremely 
satisfied with it. Indeed, the Cleary Auditorium successfully set 
the mood for this very special evening. I, along with everyone 
else, thank the Social Committee for their efforts in making the 
prom a very successful one. 
- Rosalind Dawso11 
Rosalind Dawson, Jean~. Joyce Calarco, Margaret Andonian, Jeanne Brocklebank (last year's queen), Leslie Hannon (Prom Queen), Lynn Fraser, Julie Kosak, Rosemary Boretsky. 
SENIOR ASSEMBLY 
FRONT ROW: L.-R. Rose Boretsky, Sylvia Daichendt, Martha Kosak, Nancy Halik, Mr. McGorman, Lawrence Smith, 
Gail Anthony, Pat Morris, Pat Kent. BACK ROW: Paul Joliecour, Stan Heeney, Mike Kelly, Wayne Halpert, Foo Yee, 
Mario Bevacqua, John Zangari, Gary Smith. 
JUNIOR ASSEMBLY 
FRONT ROW; L.-R.: Brenda Ramsay, Olga Koszak, Holly Martin, Mrs. Hutchins, Gwen Patterson, Kathy Belleperche, 
Debbie Pellitier. TOP ROW: Robert Steele, Roberta Brakenbury, Jim Shreve, Mary Anne Bonici, Graham MacFie, Deny Young. 
JUNIOR ASSEMBLIES COMMITTEE 
This year the Junior Assemblies Committee was under the leadership of 
President Gwen Paterson, with Mrs. Hutchins acting as the sponsor teacher. 
Although there weren't very many assemblies this year, the ones whlch 
were presented, were very enjoyable. The main event during the year was 
the plays presented in the Junior Assemblies Play Contest. 
The competition in the plays presented this year was very tough, 
although there were only four plays presented. 
The plays put on were as follows: 91, Mind Over Matter; lOA, High 
Window; lOC, The Courting of Marie Jenvin; and JOD, Instructions For 
Gary. All were excellent plays as Mrs. Dodd, Mr. McCoy, and Mr. Stone 
stated in their adjudication. 
Probably the most original play was given by 91, where there was 
audience participation. The excellent direction and supervision given 
by Denny Young and Miss Liszczak certainly was evident in the smooth 
performance. 
A touch of French Canada was seen in the play by IOC. The setting 
took place in a French Canadian inn. Cathy Moore was the director, and 
Miss Hastings was the sponsor teacher. 
Debbie Jackson was the director and Mr. Van Wyck the sponsor for 
the play of lOA, which turned out to be a very enjoyable melodrama. 
Elizabeth Berryere gave an exceptional perfonnance, portraying an old 
woman in a wheelchair. 
The winning class, IOD, gave a wonderful showing of their play. 
It was produced by Nancy Uhrik, and directed by Alison Caird The spon· 
sor was Mrs. Bradd. The scenery was realistic as was the performance 
given by the characters. Originality was also presen.t in this play be· 
cause of the stage division into two parts, living room and terrace. CHRISTMAS ASSEMBLY 
I think I can truly say that everyone in the junior classes enjoyed 
seeing the plays, and the classes enjoyed putting on the plays also. 




The Senior Assembly Play Contest was poorly represented this year 
with only three Grade 12 classes participating. 
The first f,laY was a comedy presented by 12-E1 entitled "The Man of the House'. The play involved a man who was' Hen-pecked" by his 
wife and her family.Robert Reese, who played the part of the husband, 
won a nomination for Best Actor, Fred Van Beek as the cousin won a 
nomination, with the nomination for Best Actress going to Martha 
Marucci for her ro]e as the cousin's wife. 
The second play was also a comedy called "The Mystery of Mouldy 
Manor". 12-C's play was about a kidnapping that took place in a dis-
hevelled house. The occupants of the manor were a group of unusual 
persons with an ar:ray of different characteristics. One of the most 
unusual characters was portrayed by Foo Yee. He won the award for the 
Best Actor for the role of the mad doctor. 12-C also boasted the Best 
Actress; Ursala Steim won the award for her role as Hulda, the Swedish 
maid. Both Foo and Ursala were outstandingly funny and obviously won 
the favour of the audience. 
This year's Christmas Assembly was a success, thanks to the 
support of both the Senior and Junior Assembly Committees. Debbie 
Jackson '?rened the assembly by singing "Rudolph the Red·nosed 
Reindeer' with a touch of "Motown". After Debbie, a take.off 
on the television show "The Dating Game" was presented. Three 
unsuspecting bachelors (Jim Chase, Mike Dufrane and Doug Gardner) 
were called up from the audience to answer the questions of an 
eligible bachelorette (Rose Boretsky). Following the questioning 
Rose chose Doug Gardner for her date, although all three bachelors 
were magnificent at answering tllle questions spontaneously. 
In the second segment, Mr. Copat was escorted from the audito-
rium while the three female participants were brought on stage. 
Two teachers (Miss Lisczak and Miss Kreutzer) were the two bachelo-
rettes and Mrs. Copat made up the third. Mr. Copat was brought 
back and asked the three women numerous questions. Although the 
answers of Misses Lisczak and Kreutzer were surprisingly funny, Mr. 
Copat chose his wife. 
At this point Santa arrivedi he proceeded to call students on 
stage to give them gifts. San ta also held the mistletoe over this 
year's Christmas Couple, Lynne Fraser and Terry Murphy. 
To close the entertainment part of the assembly the foll< singers 
led the audience in the singing of Christmas carols. After a few 
announcements the school was dismissed for the Christmas vacation. 
Larry Smith 
The last play in the contest was the drama, ''The Monkey's Paw" 
presented by 12-A. The play revolved around the three wishes bestowed 
upon the paw. The paw was brought to Ml'. White (Bill Mandich) by an old 
soldier (Scott Curoe). Mr. White wished for wealth, but the wish re-
sulted in the death of their son (Chris Durancik). Mi's. White (Diane 
Vickery) for the second wish asked for her son to be alive again. 
However, realizing the danger of his return Mr. White wished him dead 
again. The final scene of the act provided the best display of acting 
in the entire contest. Even though it did not win either Bill or Diane 
a personal award, it was decisive in the judge's choice, as this play 














FRONT ROW: (L - R) Judie Leslie, Kathy Walsh, Nancy Halik, Denise Ivy, Miss Scully, Peggy Brooks, Andrea Allen, Sandy Taziker, 
Martha Young, JoAnn Marsella. MIDDLE ROW: Bonnie Green, Carole Glenn, Sandi Smith, Diane Vickery, Nancy Westfall, Gail Anthony, 
Margo Bondy, Sharon Freeman, Kathy Whitehead, Pat Morris. BACK ROW: Susan Stinchcombe, Annette Glenns, Karen Kominar, Sharon 
Haynes, Martha Kosak, Eldona Tautkevicius, Diane Bissell, Martha West, Lorraine Steele, Sharon Cole, Diane Johnson. 
FRONT ROW: (L - R} Abbey Shanbon, Roseanne Du pis, Donna Arnold, Miss Scully, Bega Marsella, Joan Godden, Susan Yee, Kirn 
Brown. MIDDLE ROW: Grace Mosceo, Pat Smith, Janet Pierce, Linda Fox, Holly Martin, Darlene Matte, Olga Colsac, Roberta 
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GRADE 9 PLA YDA Y 
The third annual playday was again held on our back campus. All grade 
nine students participated. They formed teams which were then divided in· 
to one of the two circuits, each circuit consisting of nine stations and a 
rest station where refreshments were served. The class championship was 
won by 9D with a total of 437 points. The individual Boys' and Girls' 
winners were Joan Golden of 9H and Mike Johnson of 9D. Thanks to 
Mrs. Sp.ring, G.A.A., B.A.A., the Boys' and Girls' Physical Education Depts. 
and all others who assisted in making this playday a smashing success! 
Ruby Lee 
TRIP TO STRATFORD 
Accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Hallam, Mr. Hooper and M.r. Van Wyck some fifty students assembled at the CNR station on a brisk 
September morning. This day will be a memo.rable one f0t: these students, for this was no ordinary class field ttip but rather a 
visit to the Shakespearean Theatre in Stratford. After a three hour train ride, in which students occupied themselves by siinging, 
playing cards or just sleeping, we finally arrived at the theatre. With still two hours !before the performance many students 
enjoyed the beautiful park sunounding the theatre on the Avon River. However, the beauty of the grounds was greatly surpassed 
by the excellent performance of Romeo and Juliet. After the play, still talking about the beautiful Juliet or handsome Romeo, 
the students were allowed to go into the town of Stratford where some went shopping or just walking. Then the time came to leave 
and regretfully these students boarded the train for home. Many of the students, enthralled by the beauty of the experience, 
vowed to return to Stratford - for this trip was indeed a memorable one for all of us. 
Mario Bevacqua 
TRIP TO WATERLOO 
Under the supervision of Mr. MacEwan, some forty students visited the University of Waterloo on 
November 2. Despite the fact that everyone was required to be at the school at five-thirty in the 
morning the trip was exciting. The bus ride itself was enjoyable. Several students formed their own 
little folk group which was later joined and led by Mr. MacEwan. 
Upon arriving at approximately nine o'clock we were led to the Mathematics building. Here, after 
listening to some lectures we were able to write up our own programs, punch them out and run them 
through the computer. After a Lunch break we toured the university, then returned to the computer 
centre, if we so desired. 
Then we were told to be at the bus at five o'clock to leave. But after a short delay we were on 
our way home. Everyone seemed to feel that the trip to Waterloo was well worth the time and trouble. 
However, there was a fault. It was too short. 
Mario Bevacqua 
CHESS CLUB 
FRONT ROW: L. - R.: Ken Robinet, Dennis Hart (pres.), Bill Manditch, Darlene St. Denis, Mr. Matus, 
Chris Duriancik, Luther Stein, Richard Palaszynski. BACK ROW: Brad Harris, Nick Lesiuk, Jim Godden, 
Steve Freeman, Hugh Hong, Bob Kominar, Mark Eberhart, Chuck Hernandez, Fred Rivait, Fred Vitalla, 
Scott Curoe, Mike McLister, Bob McDonald. 
TOP ROW: L.-R. Glenn Slipiec, Alan Chambers, Lillian Peny, Darlene St. Denis, Linda Laing, Jo-Ayn Grayson, Paul Boulos, 
Gary Smith, Torn Mclelwain. MIDDLE ROW: Eva Gemel, Elizabeth CarscaJlen, Janice Korninar, Lynn Bateman, Heather Wilson, 
Jackie McDonald, Joan Godden, Cynthia Smith, Sharon Freeman, Ursula Stiern. FRONT ROW: Sheryl Fmgeat, Janet Freele, 
Bonnie McDonald, Gwen St. Denis, Jenny Morris, Margaret Wickett, Bonnie Vasiloff, Bonnie Silver. ABSENT: Rick Spencer, 
Mike Kuzmanovich, Ian Smith, Richard Palasynski, Bob Korninar, Kevin Shaw, George Screiber, Alex Zonjic, Kevin Hamilton, 
Lothar Stiern, Fred Riva.it, Bob Gebbie, Jim Jessop, Norman Lee, Geny Theobald, Frank ViteUa, Paul Eberhard, Guy Percy, 
Richard Rawlin~. 
FRONT ROW: L.-R. Dennis Young. Norman Brown, Richard LaPorte, Alison Caird, Janet Miller, Joy Cole, Rosi Talerico, 
Robert Steele. BACK ROW: Wayne St. Denis, Victor Freeman, Danny Caird, Chris Psathas, Ed Mousseau, Carl Sobie, Craig 
Drummond, Ron Spencer, Brian Cottel. 
The P.CJ. Concert Band 
The P.C.l. Concert Band improved over previous years in 68/69, thanks to the hard work of Mrs. Strachan, our conductor. 
This year the band increased by approximately 20 students over last year, bringing the total to 62. Several hard working 
grade nine players joined the band members from last year, along with a few from other grade levels. This year's President 
and Vice-President, elected by the band members, were Gerald Theobald and Bob Kominar, respectively. 
During the year, the Patterson Band participated in many events. In October the band perfo.fflled at a flag raising cere-
mony at City Hall for United Nations Day and at Dougall Avenue Public School. We also perfonned at the Commencement Exer-
cises in Nov. On March 7, cheers and whistles accompanied the performance at Immaculate Conception. 
On December S, the band held 'Festive Overture', an evening of music. During the night, the band played several numbers,· 
including Festive Overture, Battaglia and Soliloquy for Band. The Folksingers sang a couple of numbers and Jean Godden, 
also a P.CJ. student was guest soloist Those who were there would agree that it was a memorable evening. 
In the Windsor Secondary School Music Festival on March 30, the band represented Patterson with a fine ped'onnance in 
the Walkerville gym. 
A Patterson Music Night was planned for the end of April. Both the senior and the junior band participated. With the 
support and c0-0peration of the student body the evening was a success. 
This year the band was granted permission to go on an overnight trip. Chocolate bars were sold and a baked goods sale was 
held to raise money for the trip to Niagara Falls. The baked goods sale was a success and likewise, the sale of chocolate 
bars were very good. The top three salesmen this year were Gary Smith, Joan Godden and Cynthia Smith. Each won a prize for 
their outs tan ding efforts. 
As previously mentioned the band was awarded permission to go on an overnight trip. We also were given the privilege 
o( entertaining a band from Niagara Falls. They came March 28 and left Sunday March 30. The school was entertained by the 
guest band Friday afternoon. Saturday morning Patterson and Westlane Secondary School listened to Kennedy and their guest 
band reh"earsal in a mw band in the Kennedy gym. Saturday evening a dance and social evening was held for all bands 
participating in the exchange trip. It was an enjoyable evening for all. 
On April 11, Patterson left for Niagara Falls. We played for them in an afternoon assembly. Saturday morning we partici-
pated in a mass band and during the afternoon we toured Niagara Falls. The dance Saturday evening was great The rock and 
roll band added to the event ln an, the whole band had a lot of fun and were given the opportunity to meet many interest-
ing people. 
In the future the concert band will endeavour to improve and uphold the tradition of P.CJ. 
FOLK SINGERS 
BACK ROW: Gerry TheabaJd, Kathy Jaswik, Sandy 
Smith. Gary Smith. FRONT ROW: Cynthia Smith, 
Janet Miller,Mr. Mc~wan, Anja Van Beek. .. 
In our second year, the number of 
folk singers have decreased. Instead ex 
the hearty fourteen of last year, we 
only had seven people come out. Even 
this scanty number went down to six. 
However, with new voices and a new 
guitarist, our small group has really 
moved around. Besides our appearances 
at assemblies, we've been to various 
places outside of the school. For 
instance, in the fall, we performed for 
a second time for the senior citizens. 
Then we went along with Mr. Percy and 
the drama club to sing at three of the public schools in Windsor. The biggest thrill though was our being able to 
perform at the Elmwood. Mrs. Goodbrand was at one of our concerts at a banquet and asked us to sing for the 1.0.D.E. 
Chapter banquet I'm sure that everyone in the group will remember that occasion for a long time. 
This year, we fmally came up with a new name other than the "Patterson Folk Singers." We are now calling our 
group "The New Addition." So, with our new name and our spirit we hope that next year will be as good a year as was 
the year just past. 
- Sandy Smith 
CITIZENSHIP COMMITTEE 
FRONT ROW: L.- R. Rose Boretsky, Carol Glenn, Sylvia Daichendt, Pat Kent, Paul Jolicouer, Jean Lee, Bega Marsella, 
Pat Morris. BACK ROW: Wayne Halpert, Stan Heeney, Mike Kelly, Nick Stein, Mario Bevacqua, John Zangan. 
PREFECTS 
FRONT ROW; L.-R.: Rachel Houghton, Ruby Lee, Martha Kosak, Mr. Van Wyck, Paul Jolicouer, Denise Ivey, Rose Boretsky, 
Debbie Tolson. MIDDLE ROW: John Arbour, John Stanley, Scott Curoe, Larry Smith, Sandy Hooper, Sharyn Cole, Judy 
Leslie, Mike Kelly, Stan Heeney, Arnie Blaine, Enzo Facecchiae, Dave Osmun, John Fedele. BACK ROW: Denis Campeau, 
Rick Marentette, Jim Duff, Peter Booth, Jerry Vanderkwaak, Nick Stein, John Manchen, Ralph Hall, John West, Malcolm 
Mussom, George Smith. 
UNITED NATIONS CLUB 
UNITED NATIONS CLUB 
PICTURE 
FRONT ROW: L.- R.: Jean Godden, Stella Papadopoulos, Lynn Fraser, Muy Mclelwain, Mr. Tomlinson, Maureen Gloster, Janice Frennette, 
Lena Falzon, Naza Hupalo. MIDDLE ROW: Paul Jolicoeur, Paul Boulos, Stan Heeney, Rosemary Boretsky, Gail Thornton, Rosemary Mousseau, 
Beth Campeau, Marty Gloster, Patsy Conlin, Ed Mousseau, Tom Sawyer. TOP ROW: Bob Kominar, Scott Curoe, Bill Mandich, Lothar Stiern, 
Richard Palaszynslci, Mike Kelly, Wayne Doyle, Ted Truseycz. 
. _, -~ . .--- · - . ··-·- -· -· ---- ----- ·---· - . 
DRAMA CLUB 
FRONT ROW: Liz Benyere, Janice Frenette, Joanne Grayson, Julianna Kosak, Carole Glenn, Harold McLachlan, Marty Gloster, Helga 
Phillips, Gloria Marchand, Naza Huplo, Cathy Kenny. BACK ROW: Martha Young, Mark Baker, Arnie Blaine, Graham MacFie, Dave Miller, 
Mr. Percy, Dragomir Jovanovic, Geoff Kidd, Mario Bevacqua, Gary Smith, Youla Souranis. 
~ 
DA YID AND LISA 
., 
~ f This year's major dramatic presentation was "David and Lisa." 
f David, played by Mark Baker, and Lisa, played by Janice Fernette, are 
both mentally distulibed. Where David cannot bear to be touched by 
o ther people, Lisa, a schizophrenic, has retreated from reallity to a 
world of childhood fantasies, speaking only in rhyme. 
David's parents are well-to-do people. His mother Julie Kosak is 
a domineering, possessive woman who refuses to accept the severity of 
David's condition. His father, Peter Appel, on the other hand, is 
sincere but cannot understand where·he failed David. They decide to 
send him to an institution for rehabilitation. 
There, David is under the watchful eye of Dr. Swinford, alias 
Dragomir Jovanovic. David develops a keen professional interest in 
Lisa and through heli, and by helping her, he improves his own con· 
dition as well He, even, rivals John, played by John Zangari, for her 
trust. 
However, after showing no apparent improvement, David is ta.ken home 
against his will by his parents. But, he returns on his own, a changed 
person - to the extent that he, even, takes Lisa's hand in the final 
scene. This action symbolizes David's conquest over his own infirmity, 
and paves the way for Lisa's recovery. 
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NEWSPAPER STAFF 
In the centre is Sharon Proctor; to her right is Ron Spencer, Millea Yaksich, and M1s. Angelini; and to her le(t is Darlene St. 
Denis, Kevin Shaw, Dave Miller, and Mark Robinet (editor). 
THE P. C. "EYE" 
For the fust time in ten years, Patterson had a school newspaper. But this school news-
paper was unlike the "New Pat1ician" of 1964-65. It was not meant to be the yearbook when 
all copies were put together. Unlike the "Maroon and White" of 1959-1960, it was not a 
monthly summary of events. 
The P.C. "Eye" was a weekly 011ews"paper, printed on newsp1int, and sold each Friday 
morning for 1st to the school body. It not only covered the newsworthy events of each week, 
but probed deeper into topics, by means of a special feature. One page was devoted to student 
opinion and all were invited to write in. 
Throughout the year, P.C.I. students learned obscure facts about Mr. Dawson, laughed at 
Lovely Loquacious Lolita - sometimes reddening, got the real facts behind the cafete1ia's 
food, searched for the "Eye's" 'boo-boo', and steamed at the extra week of school. They 
could get insight on the p1oposed constitution changes, the Black History course next year, 
and English course changes, by reading their school newspape1. 
Excitement was aroused by the appearance of another pape1, "The Black Panther" early 
in 1969, and the resulting contJoversy b1ought some life into school - and roused spirit, 
because for a time, Patterson had two school newspapers, and most Windsor schools had none. 
The whole affair was a good experience for all involved. 
In summary, the P.C. "Eye" contJibuted greatly to the year 1968-69 at Patterson and was 
a valuable experience for all involved, perhaps opening careers in journalism and business 
managerial fields, for those who chose to become !involved. 
PUBLICITY CLUB 
FRONT ROW: L - R.: Mary Angelos, Nancy Jean, Julia Root, Mrs. Dodd, Jo-Anne Grayson, Linda Jean, Marlene Letts, Ruth 
Armour, Cathy Smilie. MIDDLE ROW: Mike McKay, Pat Morris, Margaret Wickett, Liz CarscaJen, Lynn Frazer, Shiela Brackenbury, 
Pat Ross, Dorothy Hoar, Jackie Wapol, Tim McKay. BACK ROW: Gloria Matchand, Carole Glenn, Jan Steele, Rose Baretsky, 
Randy Cormier, Anita McCoiy, Sherri Thoms, Jo-Ann Marcella, Ursula Stein. 
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The duty of this club in the life of the school is to 
announce sports, activities, plays, films or any other extra-
curricular functions which take place. The signs give infor-
mation and arouse enthusiasm for the project. 
A new addition to the club this year was the bulletin 
board in the front hall The main events ror the week are 
announced on it and it has been a help in letting stude111ts 
quickly get the week's activities. Occasionally a fight 
poster is placed in the lower hall for the team players 
to write anything they wish. 
Anyone who wants anything publicized knows where to 
come. 
- Jo-ayn Grayson 
LIBRARY STAFF 
FRONT ROW; L.-R.: Lena Falzon, Debralee Doyle, Leni Vlchos, Mrs. Allen, Catherine Martine, Vasilka Marko, 
Jill Phillips. MIDDLE ROW: Janet Spoila, Christine Kovacs, Alison Martine, Patsy Conlin, llarold McLachlin, 
Jennifer Morris, Susan Kale, Genevieve Rudzinski, Peggy Manolakos, Louise Gauci, Sheila Taziker. BACK ROW: Ken 
Van Meer, Daphne Micallef, Lois Afncck, Laurie !larding, Rosemary Mousseau, Chris Osmun, Coral lmris, Ed Mousseau, 
Bruce Campeau. 
OUR PATRONS 
COMPLIMENTS OF OUR PATRONS 
Jack M. Baum Ltd. 
Bulmer's Typewriter Co. 
Canada Salvage Ltd. 
Mr. & Mrs. C. C. Cline 
Epps' Store 
Family Billiards 
Dal Ferra Insurance 
Frank's Barber Shop 
Furs by Arpin 
Gan's Tavern 
Chuck Holmes' Clothing 
Miss 0 . Liszczak 
Joe Paulin Shoe Shop 
Richardson Securities of Canada 
Livio Santarossa Confectionary 
Singer Co. of Canada Ltd. 
Stuart Clothes 
Twin Pines Dairy Co. Ltd. 
WINDSOR NEWS CO. LTD. 
Paperback Suppliers To Schools, Universities 
and Retailers in Essex County 
3220 Dougall Rd. 
20 Chatham St. E. 
86 Chatham W. 
2303 Central 
864 Erie St. E. 
661 Erie St. 




LADIES' AND MEN'S WEAR 
" Fashions for Young Canada" 
35 Wyandotte St. E. 253- 1717 
HOSTESS CLUB 
FRONT ROW: Jean Brown, Asdis Amason, Wilma Slipiec, Nancy Yamashita, Mrs. Hallam, Helen Vasilic, Dianne Vegh, Lynda Collins 
Pat Strople. SECOND ROW: Janet Yamai;hita, Cathy Kelly, Shanon Machin, Linda Fox, Angie Branoff, Carolyn Coleman, Liang Tang, 
Randi Brewer, Sandra Gradley, Tracy MacFie. THIRD ROW: Roseann Dupuis, Susan Yee, Adrienne Dean, Christine Osmun, Cluistine 
Miller, Nancy Smith, Christie Kovacs, Leni Vichos, Sherri Thoms. 
FRENCH 
CLUB 
BACK ROW: (L - R) Bruce Tremblay, Randy 
Cormier . FRONT ROW: (L - R) Chantal Drolet 
Youla Souranis. ' 






